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The use of conventional analog controllers to produce
a one-quarter-decay transient response in sampled output
control systems is studied. In particular, the control
of processes which can be adequately represented by a first
order lag plus deadtime is analyzed, where the process
deadtime does not exceed the sampling interval. The
pro-
t
cess output is measured by a saraple-and-hold device, which
introduces additional deadtime equal to the sampling inter
val. This extends previous work, which considered only
the plant delay.
Proportional and proportional- integral (two-mode) con
trollers are studied. Controller settings yielding a
one-
quarter-decay transient response are calculated using
z-transform theory. Plant simulations on a digital com
puter verify the predicted results. Comparisons are then
made with results found by earlier authors studying con
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Greek Letters
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f(t) = sinoj.t.
^ Used as a
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d
damped sinusoidal
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*
I. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL REVIEW
The control of systems in which the measured output,
used for feedback, is available only at discrete intervals
is growing in importance. Such systems occur in industry
for a variety of reasons s the signal may co-ne from an ana
lyzer such as a chromatograph, which periodically analyzes
samples of an end product, the measured output may occur
periodically as an average of a large body of data such as
moisture content or basis weight of a large sheet of paper
or a traverse of a large flow stream, or a single expensive




In many cases the process, or plant, being controlled
by means of sampled feedback may be closely approximated as
a first-order lag, with or without an additional deadtime.
Examples include control of the concentration of a chemical
or other substance being added to a product where the addi
tive is introduced by a valve upstream of a mixing tank
(Figure 1.1) or control of the drier in a paper mill where
the lag inherent in changing the drier temperature is fol
lowed by tho time required for the paper to reach the
moisture gage (Figure 1.2).

















Level in mixing tank is constant (Fl + F2 = F3)
F2 Fl




















Amount of moisture removed is proportional to
heat input.
Unless a computer or other specially designed digital
controller is available the control system designer gener
ally uses readily available analog controllers r which offer
various combinations of proportional, integral and deriva
tive responses. Thus it is useful to develop convenient
methods of setting such controllers.
Many researchers have investigated controller settings
for continuous systems, most notable among, these being
Ziegler and Nichols , whose methods of setting such con
trollers for a 1/4 decay ratio system response have become
2
well-known. More recently, Mosler studied means of set
ting such controllers (without derivative response, which
cannot be used with discontinuous feedback signals) when
used with
sampled-output systems. This task, however, car.
become infinitely long and infinitely complex, since the
order of the characteristic equation increases whenever the
system deadtime is increased by an amount equal to the sam
ple period, Mosler studied in detail systems in which the
deadtime was les3 than the sample period and made general
observations about system behavior as tho ratio of dead-
time to sample period was made large. (The system
X. J. G. Ziegler and N. B. Nichols, "Optimum Settings for
Automatic Controllers", Trans, A.S.M.E., LXIV
(Nov. 1942), 759-768
2, PL A. Mosler, Samplgd-Data Process Control
(Ph. D. Tnesis in Chemical Engineering), Lafayette, Ind.
Purdue U. , 1966
approaches continuous system behavior.)
An important class of systems includes a sample-and-
hold device in the feedback path. Such delays are unavoid
able in devices such as chromatographs or tsravers ing
devices, where some time is required to analyze or average
the physical quantity being measured. In such systems
Mosler'
s results do not hold because, unless the plant
deadtime is zero, the total system delay exceeds one sam
ple interval.
Analog controller settings have been developed in this
thesis which result in a 1/4 decay ratio for systems whose
total deadtime is between one and two sample intervals.
These results will be compared with those of Mosler and
those for continuous systems.
II. PLAN OF ATTACK
In this thesis three cases will be analyzed s (1) A
proportional-only controller will be used t'o adjust the
response of a plant consisting of a first-order lag.
Dead-
time will be present in the feedback of the response sig
nal to the error detector. (2)Deadtime will be added to
the plant, making the total system delay between one and
two sampling intervals. (3)Proportional-plus-integral
(reset) control will be used. Derivative action cannot be
used, as step changes in the feedback signal would produce
intolerable spikes at the controller's output.
Before analyzing specific cases, several equations of
general use will be derived. First the generalized Z-
transform for a sampled-output system will be found, fol
lowed by the formula for delayed Z- transforms. The locus
of roots satisfying the one-quarter decay ratio criterion
will then be calculated.
For each case the system equations will be derived
and the characteristic equation found. In all but the
first case the characteristic equation will be higher than
second order, making it extremely difficult to solve by
hand. The digital computer will be used extensively to
find the ultimate (oscillatory) and one-quarter decay gains
for several specific cases. From these results tables and
curves will be drawn showing proper controller settings.
These results will then be verified by testing them
on several systems. For simplicity, however, the systems
tested will be computerized plant simulatipns rather than
actual hardware. The SL-1 simulation language will be used.
as well as simulations written in BASIC using the time
responses of the individual parts of the plant. This is a
valid check, as the plant simulation programs make no use
whatsoever of the Z- transform equations.
The analysis of each case will be rounded out with a
discussion of the results, including a comparison with pre
vious known results.
Further comment on the computer solutions of the char
acteristic equations is in order here. The first case is
quite simple? the ultimate gain is easily calculated by
hand. The one-quarter decay gain, however, involves a
transcendental equation. A simple program, written in the
BASIC language, solves this equation for any specific set
of parameters.
Analysis of the second case yields a third-order char
acteristic equation. Such an equation cannot be factored
algebraically, and is exceedingly difficult to factor
numerically. The computer program uses a trial -and-error
technique to find one root for any specific set of param
eters after which the two remaining roots are found alge
braically (also by the computer). Thus, for a specific
system the pole locations may be found for any gain. What
are needed, however", are the gains causing the poles to
meet the criteria for oscillatory or one-quarter decay
behavior. To accomplish this the program dhooses a gain,
finds the poles and increases or decreases the gain as
necessary until the pole locations are correct. The oper
ator need only enter the system parameters to obtain the
ultimate and one-quarter decay gains. The program also
calculates other information of interest.
The third case leads to a fourth-order characteristic
equation, with similar complications. Again, a computer
program automatically adjusts the gain and locates the
poles until the ultimate and
one-
quarter decay gains are
found. An additional complication arises in this case,
however, because both the gain and the integral, or reset,
rate are adjustable. An infinite number of combinations of
settings will produce a one-quarter decay response. To
choose the best combination an additional specification is
needed. For this thesis I have chosen to minimize the
integral -square error j in other words, of all the settings
yielding one-quarter decay ratio, that one which produces
the lowest integral -square error is selected.
As the program already was quite long and complex, I
chose not to have it automatically find the minimum error.
Rather, the program calculates and prints the
one-
quarter
decay gain and integral -square error for any reset rate
entered by the operator, who
must manually adjust the
reset
rate until the minimum
error is reached.
10
III. GENERAL PURPOSE EQUATIONS
In this chapter three sets of useful equations are
derived.
3
Closed- loop Response of Sampled Output System
Figure 3.1a shows the block diagram of a sampled-
output system. Redrawing this system as shown in Figure
3.1b does not change its behavior but makes the expression
for the output more apparent. The Laplace transform equa
tion for the output of Figure 3.1b can be seen to bes
C(s) = GR(s) - GH(s)C*(s) (3.1)
where the star (asterisk) indicates the Laplace transform
of the sampled signal, c*(t). C*(s) may be expressed by




Substituting this into equation 3.1 yields s
c(s) = g-(s) - af^SS} <3-3>
For a system without delay the sampled-data expression
for the output as given in Equation 3.2 can also be repre
sented using the
Z- transforms
3. This derivation is patterned roughly afteF J. T. Tou,
Digjtcq and Sampled-Data
'
Control Systems, (New York,



















n(~\ = GR(Z) . (3.4)LKZ)
1 + GH(z)
K '
For a system with delay the modified
Z- transform of
Equation 3.3 is useds
C(z,m) = GR(z,m) - Gf^lf
-





Thus, considerations of stability and decay ratio,
which are determined by the
closed- loop poles, are deter
mined by the same general form of equation whether or not
the system included a delay. (This, of course, assumes
that all open- loop poles are stable and non-oscillatory,
a condition met by all systems considered in this thesis





Let F(s) represent the
non-delayed transfer function
of a system with impulse response f(t)U(t). The same sys
tem, but with a delay time, Ty added has an impulse
responses
fD(t) = f(t -r2)u(* -r2)




To find the pulsed (sampled data) transform of fr)(t)
let T2
s (n^-m?)*-*- where n2
is an integer (1 or greater),
such that 0 <, nu < 1, and T is the sampling period. Thus
the delay, Xft is expressed as several integral steps of
delay, n2T, with a fraction of a step, n^T, then sub
tracted.
The sampled-data expression for fn(t) iss
. . oo
f*(t) = f*(t - r,) - z f (t - r,) u ct - r9)(t - ki)
k=0
=- f(t -r9) U (t - T,) Z (t - kT) (3.6)
z z
k=0
which simply says that the sampled response is the impulse
response sampled every T seconds, as shown in Figure 3,2.
Taking the Laplace transform the sampled transfer
function is
4. This derivation is similar to that used by Tou to
develop the modified
z- transform (pp. 184-198).




a. Impulse Response: f(t)U(t)
f(t)
0 T 2T 3T
4T'
(Note: T = Sample Period)
time
b. Delayed Impulse Response: fn-t) = f(t-r2)u(t-r2)
C Sampled, Delayed Impulse Response:
f*(t) = [f(t-r2)u(t-r2)J
*









FD(s) = ^{tf(t ~ r2)U(t ' r2>l *}
=
<^{[f(t
- n2T + m2T)U(t - n2T + m2T)] *}
"^
*i_ ([f(t + m2T)U(t + m2T)J^= e
=- e
2 /[f(t + nuT)U(t + m9T)Z^(t - kT)J^- z ^
k=0
(3.7)
(Note that the Laplace transform effectively chops off the
portion of f(t + m2T) before (t 0). In the sampled func
tion this is of no consequence, as the sampler also ignores
this portion. The function, f(t + n2T)U(t + nuT), is zero
at all negative sampling instants since m2 is less than
unity. )
Since the transform of the product of two functions is the
convolution of their two individual transforms s




where the star (asterisk) in the right-hand term denotes
convolution.
The Laplace transform of an infinite series of impul-
ses iss







+ . . . .
-Ts
If we substitute x = e , we see this is the well-known
series s
16




+ . . .=
1 - x
thuss
^[1: ^(t-kT)1 =- ^
L
k=0 J 1 - e
Ts
Thens
- -o,Ts r nuTsi .
F*(s) = e
2 JF(s)e 2 J*
1 - e-TsJ
(,3.9)










(Note that since e has no finite poles it is necessary
only to enclose the poles of F(%> . )
FD(s) e
-n-Ts2xo
Z4-7 residues of -* '




where 0C are the poles of FC?-) . )
By the definition of the z- transform, Fn(z) may be
Ts











The residue of a function, F(%) at a pole of order n iss
,n-l
a




5. W. R. LePage, Complex Variables and the LaPlace Trans -
form For Engineers TNew York, 1961), p. 145
One-Quarter Decay Ratio





This response, characteristic of a second-order system with
complex poles, is shown in Figure 3.3.. In the s-domain this
corresponds to poles at s,
2
= - oc + j&k. Such a function
has peaks (local maxima) at periodic intervals, spaced at
wd
, as shown in Appendix VI. By definition, a decay
ratio of r means that each peak is r times the previous







For a one-quarter decay transient response, r = \. Substi





This implicit equation describes the location of the poles
in the s -plane.
We now need to find the corresponding pole locations






where z * e . If X. is a pole in the s-plane, and
TX.
J
z = e J, then one of the residues includes the terms
Figure 3.3: Decaying Sinusoidal Impulse Response
- ."at,a. Time Response: f(t) = e~axsin(codt )U(t )
f(t)
^. time



















1 = i__ m 1
Tx, -T*. 1-1 0
1 - e Je 3





J = e e
is the corresponding pole in the z-plane. In polar
co-
ordinates ,









This is an expression which measures the distance from
the origin of the z-plane to poles of a system yielding a
one-quarter decay transient response. This equation des
cribes a spiral which r.oves infinitely close to the origin
as 0 becomes large. Fo: a one-quarter decay response the
closed-loop poles must lie on this locus. At first glance
it would seem that any
non- zero poles would have to lie out
side of this locus, thus exhibiting the wrong transient
response. For a properly designed sampled-data system,
however, the frequencies of all signals of interest must be
such that ^T<fr . The reason for this is apparent in both
the time and frequency domains. Figure 3.4 illustrates the
t5.me domain. 3.4a shows three waveforms where ^>T -if. Al-




tt, Three Possible Phase Angles
=- time
b. coT = rr/2 (Solid Line)? coT = 3tt/2 (Dotted Line)
* >. time
though all three have the same amplitude the sampler pro
duces different output amplitudes at different phase angles s
the cosine wave produces sample amplitudes of +1, the sine
wave +0, and the third waveform an intermediate value.
3.4b shows that the sampler cannot distinguish certain har
monics above cuT - IT from their fundamentals, as their val
ues at the sampling instants may be identical.
In the frequency domain, note in Figure 3.5 that the
transform s
Ts off jtf
z s e = e
eJ





The mapping is unambiguous only if the frequencies are
restricted to one band, namely,
\cui\ < nr
This is completely equivalent to the well-known sampled-
information criterion, (frequency) < 1/2T. All z- transform
theory requires this conditions systems not meeting this
specification cannot be analyzed using
z-
transforms.
; The portion of the spiral corresponding to this
requirement is the first
+180
as shown on Figure 3.6. For
a properly designed second-order sampled-data system poles
lying on this locus correspond to a system having a one-
quarter decay transient response. (Notes even an improp
erly designed system, that is, one having input or disturb-
22













ance noise containing frequencies greater than 1/2T, would
still exhibit a one-
quarter-
decay transient response to an
input step or impulse.)
In this thesis third and fourth-order systems are con
sidered. The presence of additional poles beside those
just discussed causes some deviation from the one-quarter-
decay response. In all cases, however, this complex pole
pair was found to dominate the response so 'strongly that
the deviation was negligible.
Having developed these equations, we now move on to
the analysis of specific systems.
IV. FIRST CASEs
PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER. NO PLANT DELAY
Analysis t
The systems to be analyzed in this and all subsequent
sections of this thesis may be drawn schematically as shown
in Figure 4.1, where G (s) represents the transfer function
of the controller, G (s) that of the plant;and H(s) the
feedback device. In all cases the feedback device consists
of a zero-order hold plus a delay of one sample period.
Let us begin by deriving H(s). A zero-order hold's






where T is the sample period. This is simply the sum of
two unit step functions j first a positive step at t = 0,
whose Laplace transform is (7), then a negative step
delayed to t - T, which transforms to (-
- ). Thus a





When a one-period delay (e ) and the gain of the device
(Ko) are included the feedback device's transfer function
26



















In the present case the controller is a proportional





= ^[r/t- 1 ] 'rl
isI/t)'






Combining these three equations and substituting s
K = K-K2Ko = open- loop gain




c\ Ls(s + i/rx) J
-Ts
Recalling that e = z, the







Lz(z - e T/21)















6. Tou, p. 160
The poles of the closed- loop system are equal to the zeros
of the characteristic equation. Factoring the numerator
of equation 4.4, we find the closed- loop poles to bes
~T/2rl - /-2T/r, -T/r,
zlf2
= __iye X-4K(l-e b
-T/r, -T/r,
Since e is between zero and one, the term (1 - e )
is also between zero and one and the term within the
square-root sign is never greater (i.e., more positive)
-2T/er,
than e . One result of this is that when the term
within the square root is positive the roots are both real,
positive and less than (+1). Such roots correspond to over-
damped (non-oscillating, exponential) transient response.
This generally is considered to provide poor (excessively
slow) control, and will not be investigated here.
When the term within the square root sign is negative










As K increases the real part stays fixed while the imagin
ary increases. The distance of the poles of the character
istic equation from the origin for the control system being
investigated iss
-T/r, -2T/rin














K(l - e *) <1
Ku, the ultimate gain, is the gain at which DR
- 1, ors
This upper limit is the value of loop gain which causes
sustained oscillations which neither increase nor decrease
with time.
Now for a second-order system the poles in the s -plane
which produce a one-quarter-decay response have been shown





where R == and 0 *^dT (Chapter 3). It has been further
















- e T) = (J)
d
4









decay gain with the ultimate
30




Another expression involving K^(l
-
e ) is the angle,
4











K(l - e X) - s~5 (4.9)
4 cos (wdT)
,WdTAr_









For any given value of (T/r,) this equation may be
solved for c^T and hence, for (K--/K ). Being an Implicit
4
equation, however, it cannot be solved analytically. A
computer program, listed and explained in Appendix 1, was
used to find the value of tyT making the two sides of the
equation equal, printing out (K-^/K^) for any value of
(T/r,) supplied by the user. Note that Ku is easily calcu
lated by hand.
Results
Table 4.1 and Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the results of
this analysis. These results may be used in two ways.
Obviously, if all the parameters of the system are known




response. If the system is not well defined a method simi
lar to that proposed by Ziegler and Nichols may be used.
The controller gain is increased until the system exhibits
a steady oscillation, neither increasing nor decreasing
with time. This obviously is the ultimate gain. If the
system time constant, T, , and sampling rate, T, are known
the value of K, may be determined from Figure 4.3. If not,
4
a gain setting between 0.5 and 0.65 times the ultimate gain
should produce acceptable results.
Experimental determination of the ultimate gain is not
always possible! obviously not all systems may be disturbed
in this manner. Even where a disturbance is acceptable
steady oscillation is not always apparent. Unlike continu
ous systems, the oscillations are not truly periodic but
TABLE 4.1
Ultimate and one-quarter-decay loop gains, ratio of
K, to K and period of damped oscillation for various
4















0 00 0.668 OD 6.88 T
0.01 100.5 0.666 67.0 6.83 T
0.05 20.5 0.659 13.5 6.65 T
0.1 10.5 0.650 6.83 6.44 T
0.5 2.54 0.597 1.52 5.38 T
1 1.58 0.558 0.883 4.76 T
2 1.16 0,521 0.603 4.26 T
5 1.01 0.501 0.505 4.01 T




decay gains versus (T/r^),
for systems of Chapter






Figure 4.3: Ratio of K, ,. to Ku versus
(T/r) for systems of Chapter






behave in a somewhat erratic manner as will be seen
shortly in some examples. This phenomenen, discussed in
7
some detail by Mosler , means that the system output must
be watched for several periods to determine whether the
the oscillations truly are steady. Add to this the fact
that many sampling analyzers, such as chromatographs , are
rather slow devices, and it may take a good portion of an
hour to find whether the ultimate gain has Been reached.
In such cases every effort must be made to find the system
parameters .
Verification
An experimental system was simulated using the SL-1
simulation language on a Xerox Data Systems Sigma 7 digital
computer. The simulation program is listed in Appendix IV j
only the results are shown here. The simulated system had
a sampling time, T, equal to one unit (units may be seconds,
hours, days or any convenient measure as long as consistent
units are used throughout), and a time constant,^,, of one
For such a system the foregoing analysis predicts an ulti
mate gain of 1.58 and a one-quarter-decay gain of .883.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show that the experimental results
agree with these predictions, and also show the difficulty
in observing the oscillation amplitude.
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To further verify the analysis the theoretical value
of coT at the ultimate gain may be calculated by substitu


























state output of the closed- loop system of
Figure 4.3 is the steady-state (D.C.) value ofs
Output = Input x
l+ l[l]Hia)
In the cases simulated the feedback gain, or D.C. value
of H(s), was always one, making G(s) equal to the loop gain.
The input used was a unit step with a D.C. value of one.
Thus the steady- state output should bes
Output - 1 x
! + (J x K)






For the simulated system the predictions becomes
ultimate period (2tt/gj) equals 4.53T,
one-quarter-decay
period equals 4.76T, and steady-state value equals 0.469.
Results from the simulation were 4. 23T (average of 22 inter
vals -- period is not regular), 4.75T (average of 4 inter
vals) and 0.469, respectively, verifying the theory. Note
here the most important shortcoming of proportional control
--the
steady-state output is less than the input. This is
especially true at the low loop gain used here.
Discussion
It is interesting to compare these results with those
o
















Ku 1 + e-T'^
Since the two systems differ no direct comparison of the
results is possible, but it is interesting to note that the




varies between 3/4 and 1/2. Figures 4.6 and 4.7 summarize
Mosler 's results.
Ziegler and Nichols found that the ratio (Ki/Ku) fr
4
a continuous system is about 0.5. (They specified no plant
dynamics, but presented their results as valid for general
use. )
Three comments on the effects of T are in order.
First, for any given (T/r,) the response time is proportion
al to T. Even if r, varies, the response becomes slower as
T is increased. Second, as mentioned at the end of Chap
ter III, z- transform analysis is valid only if the highest
signal (or noise) frequency is less than (1/2T). This lim
itation becomes severe if T is large. Systems involving
high-frequency signals or needing fast response time but
with limited sampling rates will require feed-forward com
pensation or other techniques not covered by this thesis.
Finally, for a given system, increasing T lowers the allow
able loop gain and, therefore, increases the steady-state
offset and sensitivity to load changes.
^u
Figure 4,6 Ultimate and one-quarter-decay loop
gains versus (T/r,) for systems like
those of Chapter IV but with no
feedback delay. (Calculated by
Mosler - see text.)
Figure 4.7: Ratio of K, /. to K for systems as
described in Figure 4.6
0.5
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V. SECOND CASEs
PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER. PLANT WITH DELAY
Analysis
This case differs from the first only in that the
plant now is represented by a first-order lag plus deadtime
In this thesis only plants whosedeadtimes are less than one
sample period are analyzed. Referring to the system block
diagram, Figure 4.1, the controller again is represented byi
Gc(s)
kr
and the feedback device bys
%3f \ -,
3/> -Ts -2Ts\
H(s; = "r~v.e - e ;
s
The plant with deadtime is described bys
(4.1)
Kr
gp(s) "fiL<8 + 1/ri)
-r2s
where ly is the plant deadtime.




v r -Ts -2Ts-i -r>s
GH(s) "fTLsTs + i/r^'J
e (5.1)
(Note that this expression includes a delay,
ly'
x^hich gen
erally is not an integral multiple of the sample period).


















is an integer (1 or greater) such that 0 < m2<l.








1 - e z J
*=X,
(3.11)








































Since in this thesis ly is less than or equal to T, n2 is















z (z - e )
(5.3)
andl
, -T/r, -m,T/r, -s/r,
-m.T/r-i
1 + GH(z) =






The poles of the closed- loop system are given by the
zeros of (1 + GH(z)), ors






Since this third-order equation cannot be factored
algebraically, equations for the ultimate and one-quarter -
decay gains cannot be derived. The general behavior of the
closed-loop poles will be discussed using root-locus tech
niques, and then a computer program will be used to find
the ultimate and
one-quarter-
decay gains, as well as other
points of interest, for several specific examples. Using
this information generalizations may be made regarding gain
settings .
As the loop gain approaches zero, the closed- loop poles
approach the open- loop poles of GH(z). As the gain is
increased and gets very large the
closed-
loop poles approach
the open- loop zeros of GH(z). Since GH(z) has three poles




The open- loop poles of GH(z) are z
= 0 (double pole)
-T/r,
and z = e (which is always between zero and one) . The











and the open- loop zero is always negative and real.
-T/r,
As the loop gain is increased the pole at z = e
and one of the poles at z = 0 move toward each other until
eventually they meet at the saddle point. The third pole
moves from z = 0 toward the open-loop zero. At the saddle
point the first two poles leave the real axis at right
angles .
9
As shown by Smith , in a system with no complex open-
loop poles or zeros the saddle point (z = Y ) on the real
axis is given by the solution of t
n =
-- z ^z . az az
P -YP->-Y z -Y "<7 -Y "
*1 o r2 xo zl Yo z2 xo
wheres
9. 0. J. M. Smith, Feedback Control Systems (New York, 1958)
p. 265
az is an incremental change along the root locus
P., P2 etc. are the
open-
loop poles
z, , z2 etc. are the
open-
loop zeros.
Dividing both sides of the equation by^a z yields s
n -

















1 o 2 o loZo
-T/r,
In this case the open- loop poles are 0, 0 and e , while
the only
open-
loop zero, calculated by equation 5.6, is
denoted by Y. The equation becomes s
0^^J + _A_ + __i_._JL_
e X-Yrt 0 - Yn 0 - Y Y - Y
o ooo
where Y = open-loop zero of GH(z).
This can be solved algebraically to yields
-
,
-T/r- /-2T/r, ^vt, ;
Yo
=








Since Y is negative1, Y is always real and can be shown to
-T/r,
lie between zero and e , as expected.
Once the saddle point is calculated, the location of
the third pole may be found when the other two poles are at
the saddle point. Letting Y^^ denote the third pole, the
three poles may be multiplied s























where K is the gain at which the poles reach the saddle
point .
As the gain is further increased the two poles become
a complex pair moving farther from the origin, while the
third pole continues moving toward the
open-
loop zero. As
the gain becomes very large the complex poles asymptotically
approach a line which is perpendicular to the real axis and
intersects it at the "center of
gravity"
of the open- loop
pole- zero pattern (each pole being assigned a
"mass"
of (+1)







+ 2(0 - Za) - (Y - Za)
which becomes s
Za
= ~ J-^"1 (5-10>
Figure 5.1 shows a typical root- locus plot.
The
"ultimate"
gain is reached when the farthest pole
from the origin lies on the unit circle. At a lower gain,
when the first of the poles reach the one-quarter-decay
locus derived in Chapter III, the system exhibits (approxi
mately) a
one-quarter-decay response. This response is
Il
Figure 5.1: Root Locus Plot for System Containing a Pro
portional Controller and a Plant with Delay,









approximate for two reasons. First, this system is third-
order and the one-quarter-delay criterion was derived for
a second-order system. There is one more pole present than
the pair meeting the
one-quarter-decay criterion, and the
transient response is the sum of the contributions of all
poles. As we shall see later the extra pole does not
influence the response greatly. Second, as mentioned in
the preceding chapter, the oscillations of even a
second-
order sampled system are not truly periodic. (At the sam
pling instants the output does indeed conform to a damped
sinusoid, but between samples it decays exponentially from
one sampled point to the next.) A true
one-quarter-
decay
response does not occur.
As mentioned in Chapter II and described ln detail in
Appendix II a computer program was written to find the
ultimate and
one-quarter-
decay gains of closed- loop systems
Using an iterative, trial -and-error approach the program
finds the gain needed for
the*
pole farthest from the origin
to lie on the unit circle (ultimate gain). It then finds
the gain required for the poles to lie on the one-quarter-
decay locus. In most cases the complex poles meet this
locus before the negative, real pole. In certain cases,
however, (nu small), the real pole meets it first. When
these cases were modeled by computer simulation it was
found that the complex poles dominated the response even
though their decay ratio was faster. The reason for this
49
was that the negative real pole, though having a slower <fec^
ratio, had a higher oscillation frequency. (The frequency
of oscillation is proportional to the angle a pole makes
with the positive real axis.) In such cases computer simu
lations showed that letting the complex poles lie on the
one-quarter-decay locus yielded close to a
one-quarter-decay
response, while placing the real pole on the locus gave a
much faster decay ratio. An example of this* is shown in
Figure 5.2. The computer program, described in Appendix II,
places the complex poles on the one-quarter-decay locus,
ignoring the location of the real pole. (Note that the
location of the real pole may not be ignored when finding
the ultimate gain. If this pole is larger than (-1) unaable
oscillation will occur.)
The program also calculates the root- locus data dis
cussed above, pole locations for a series of gains and other
useful information.
Results
Table 5.1 and Figures 5.3 and 5.4 show the results
generated by this program. As is discussed under
"Results"
in Chapter IV this data may be used to set the gain, directly
if the system parameters are known? if not, a gain setting
between 0.5 and 0.65 times an experimentally-determined
ultimate gain should produce good results. In Chapter IV
the difficulties of finding the ultimate gain experimentally
50








q & e 0 & &
Period: Predicted = 2T
Actual = 7T
tA-
(Number of sample periods)
a. Negative real pole on 1/4 decay locus. Complex









(Number of sample periods)
b. Complex poles on 1/4 decay locus. Negative real
pole outside locus. (Loop gain = 0.750.)
20
TABLE 5.1
Ultimate and one-quarter-decay loop gains, ratio
of K, to K and period of damped oscillation for
4
various values of (T/r, ) and ly* ^or systems con
taining a proportional controller and a plant with
delay, as described in Chapter V. (ly - T[l-m2])






0.01 0.01 100.5 66.7 0.664 6.89 T
n
0.1 99.5 65.0 0.653 7.34 T
n 0.5 83.5 53.0 0.635 9.31 T
H 0.9 66.0 42.9 0.650 11.0 T
.0.1 0.01 10.5 6.82 0.649 6.49 T
^
0.1 10.5 6.69 0.637 6.87 T
n 0.5 9.06 5.57 0.615 8.56 T
n 0.9 7.17 4.50 0.627 10.0 T
LO 0.01 1.59 0.886 0.559 4.77 T
n 0.1 1.64 0.912 0.557 4.90 T
ti 0,5 1.72 0.916 0.531 5.75 T
0.9 1.42 0.750 0.527 6.76 T
10.0 0.01 1.00 0.500 0.500 4.00 T
11 0.1 1.00 0.500 0.500 4.00 T
II 0.5 1.01 0.504 0.501 4.01 T
II 0.9 1.25 0.628 0.504 4.85 T
5 2
Figure 5.3: One-Quarter Decay Gain
Settings Propor
tiona lControUerjJ^la^t^^
(Gain plotted versus plant delay. Do

























Figure 5.4: One-Quarter Decay Gain Settings
Propor-
tional Controller. Plant with Delay
(Gain plotted versus T/r^. )
ioq
o - Plant Delay
= 0 to 0.
* - Plant Delay
= 0.5T





are discussed s those comments also apply here.
Verification
The SL-1 simulation language was again used to simu
late two systems, in addition to those of Figure 5.2.
Appendix IV lists the simulation program. The results are
shown and compared with Table 5.1 on Figures 5.5 and 5.6.
Partway through this work it was realized that these
systems could be simulated without the expense involved in
running SL-1. SL-l's primary advantage is that automatic
ally it supplies integration routines, freeing the pro
grammer from this chore. Integration routines, however,
involve large numbers of iterations and, therefore, much
computing time. In the systems analyzed here the feedback
and error signals are constant over any given sampling
period. The output, therefore, may be described in terms
of exponentials without using integration. Appendix V
describes the simulation program written this way. Its
results agree closely with SL-1.
Regarding both simulations, it should be noted that
the non-delayed output at the sampling instcnts gives all
the peaks of the transient response, as the output decays
(or grows) exponentially between samples.
Discussion











































































































































the results of Mosler and of Ziegler and Nichols, as well
as with those of the preceding chapter. The comparison
with Ziegler and Nichols is limited to noting once again
that they found the ratio (Kn/Ku) to he about 0.5 for con-
4
tinuous systems with proportional control. In comparison
with the previous chapter of this thesis note that the
values for very short delays C^/T
= 0.01) in Table 5.1
very nearly equal those for no delay in Table 4.1.
Comparison with Mosler is more difficult because, in
the bulk of his mathematics, he considered the sampling
interval, T, to be adjustable for optimum performance. This
generally is not possible for the systems under considera
tion here (chromatographs, traversing devices, etc.). In
one graph , however, he presented a family of curves which
may be used for systems with fixed sampling rates. Within
the limits and accuracies of this graph we find the follow
















Although it verification, either mathematical or experi-
10. Mosler, p. 50
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mental, is given for these results they agree reasonably
well with those derived in this thesis for no plant delay
(total system delay equals T).
The reader, if he has not already done so, should
refer to the last paragraph of Chapter IV regarding the
effects of the sampling interval, T.
VI. THIRD CASE j
TWO-MODE CONTROLLER. PLANT WITH DELAY
Analysis
The third, and final, case discussed analyzes the con
trol of a first-order plant with delay, controlled by a
two-mode controller. A two-mode controller is one whose
output combines proportional and integral responses to the
error signal. Mathematically s
Output(t) = 1^(1 + Rjdt)Error(t)
where R is defined as the
"reset"
rate. (The integral
response is commonly called "automatic reset".) The trans
fer function of this response iss
Gc(s) = Kv --!
(Figure 4.1 again represents the block diagram of our sys
tem. )
For the two-mode controller we will not consider sep
arately the case of a plant with no delay. As expected
intuitively, and as was demonstrated with proportional con
trol, the settings for a plant with very short delay
CZ^/T = .01) are essentially the same as for a plant with
no delay. The control system designer having a plant with
out delay should use the settings generated for T2/T - .01,
As in the last chapter the plant is described bys
K2
Vs) =









Combining the above equations and substituting s
K = K.K2K loop gain
yields s
GH(s) =















As in the previous chapter we follow the approach out






an integer (1 or greater) such that 0 < nu <. 1.
Using the results developed in Chapter 3$
n-
FD(z) = z 21 ^residues of
HH
m2T-x




Using equation 3.12 we find that the residues ares
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a = 1 + R2^(m2T/ri
- l) + (R^
- l)e \
l
b - -1 - RZ^L(m2T/r1
- 1 - T/rx)
-T/r, -nuT/T,








c = (1 + R2j[m2T/r1






Before writing the characteristic equation for
1 + GH(z), which will be a fourth-order equation, it woxild
be useful to find the open-loop poles and zeros of GH(z) in
order to have some idea of the closed- loop poles. The poles
of GH(z) obviously are at z = 0 (double pole), z = 1 and
-T/r,
z = e (which is between 0 and 1). The zeros, which
are the roots of s
2
az + bz + c e 0
are anything but obvious. This expression is not easily
factored algebraically, and even when factored the
alge-
braic result looks meaningless until numbers are substi
tuted. This equation was solved numerically using the com
puter for a wide range of values of T/r , RZ. and nu. The
results s the zeros of GH(z) are always real and always
between +1 and negative infinity. Furthermore, for reason
able values of Rr (<1) both zeros were usually, though not
always, inside the unit circle, and never larger than -9.
The most important implication of this is that in most cases
we would not often expect the fourth-order characteristic
equation to have two pairs of complex poles. As it turned
out, none of the many examples analyzed had two complex
pole pairs. A sample root- locus plot, generated by the
computer program to be discussed shortly, is shown in Fig
ure 6.1.
The closed- loop poles are the zeros of the character
istic equations









s(z - l)(z - e L)
-T/r
0 = z2(z - l)(z - e 1) +
K(az2
+ bz + c)
where a, b, and c are as defined earlier.
The detailed root- locus considerations detailed in the
previous chapter will not be repeated here. Although of
academic interest these considerations are of no direct
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Figure 6fl: Root Locus Plot for System Containing a Two
Mode Controller and a Plant with Delay, as












value in finding the ultimate and
one-quarter-decay gains.
A sample root- locus plot, generated by thr computer program
to be discussed shortly, is shown in Figure 6.1.
As in the previous case the characteristic equation
cannot be factored algebraically, so a trial
-and-error
approach is needed to find the desired gains. Again a com
puter program was written to perform this process. (This
program is listed in Appendix III.) This time the problem
is compounded, however, by the fact that the gain and reset
rate both may be varied. There are an infinite number of
combinations which yield a
one-quarter-decay ratio. A
second criterion is needed.
My first approach was to tune the system for minimum
peak overshoot, in addition to
one-quarter-decay ratio. As
it turned out, it was possible to make the reset rate so
low that the output, though oscillatory, increased so slow
ly that it never reached the iinal value. Figure 6.2 shows
an example of this. Note that even though there is no
over*
shoot a
one-quarter-decay ratio exists. Such a response is
obviously too sluggish.
11
Mosler , following the lead of Haalman in continuous
, 2
systems , chose the reset rate such that Rr
= 1. (r,
again is the plant's time constant.) In his case (and, as
11 Mosler, p. 88
12. A. Haalman, "Adjusting Controllers for a Deadtime Pro
cess", Control Engineering . XII (July 1965), 71-73,
66
Figure 6;2: Example of System having One-Quarter-Decay
Transient Response but No Overshoot
-- Two
Mode Controller, Plant with Delay
(Unit step input at t=0. )
Loop Gain
= Forward Gain = 0.924
Feodback Gain = 1










= R = 0.2/^
= 0.2
(Number of Sample Periods)
was also seen on the computer results, in this case) this
results in the cancellation of one
pole- zero pair, reducing




s, this results in a second-order
system, which is then algebraically analyzable. It also
results in respectable, but not optimum, control settings.
The results using these settings will be compared to those
obtained in this thesis later on.
For this thesis I chose to
"optimize"
the response by
tuning the system for minimum
integral-
square error, subject
to the constraint that the response exhibit a one-quarter
decay ratio. The proper combination of settings could have
been found automatically by the computer, but the program
t
was already so long and complex that I chose to include the
reset rate among the variables entered via the keyboard. An
approximation of the integral-square error was among ther
printed results, and the system was maptually tunecl (reset
rate adjusted) until the minimum integral -square error was
reached. For any set of system parameters and any value of
rg&set rate the program also calculated the ultimate and one-
quarter-decay gains, as well as other parameters of interest
(The program found this error by running a simulation
of the system with the selected parameters using a unit
step input. At each sampling instant the output was com
pared with the final value - - unity
- - and the error was
squared. Since the sampling instant used was one second,
68
the sum of the squared errors was approximately the inte
gral-square error.)
As in the previous case a few systems were found where
one of the real poles reached the
one-quarter-
decay locus
before the complex pair. Again, computer simulations showed
that the complex poles dominated the response and therefore
the gain- setting program was written to place the complex
poles on the one-quarter-decay locus, ignoring the locations
of the real poles.
10. ..
Results , -
Table 6.1 and Figures 6.3 through 6.5 show the results
generated by this program. The use of these settings will
cause the system to have a one-quarter-decay response, with
the least possible integral -square error in response to a
step input. The ultimate gain and the period at K are for
cisterns whose reset rate is zero? in other words, for
sys-
terns like those of Chapter V. The one-quarter-decay gain
is usually between 0.5 and 0.67 times the ultimate gain,
although exceptions are noted for slow sampling rates
(T/:T = 10). Unfortunately, unlike continuous systems
there appears to be no simple relation between the reset
rate and either the ultimate gain or the ultimate period.
It is almost imperative that the user of a two-mode con
troller have at least an approximate knowledge of his plant.
If he does not, the best he can do is find the ultimate gain
TABLE 6.1
Ultimate gain, recommended gain and reset settings
for one-quarter decay, and resultant periods using
a two -mode controller.















0.1 99 65.0 0.653 (<0.1) 6.32 T 7.34 T
II 0.5 84 53.0 0.635 (<0.1)
*
7.94 T 9.32 T
I 0.9 66 42.9 0.650 0.1) 9.53 T 11.0 T
0.1 0.01 10.5 6.77 0.645 0.43 5.74 T 6.66 T
II
0.1 10.5 6.62 0.631 0.40 6.00 T 7.06 T
II 0.5 9.06 5.45 0.602 0.45 7.43 T 8.91 T
II 0.9 7.17 4.43 0.617 0.40 8.85 T 10.4 T
1.0 0.01 1.59 0.875 0.554 0.45 4.54 T 5.41 T
II 0.1 1.64 0.905 0.555 0.42 4.64 T 5.58 T
II 0.5 1.72 0.900 0.522 0.35 5.37 T 6.64 T
II 0.9 1.42 0.744 0.523 0.35 6.48 T 7.88 T
10.0 0.01 1.00 0.399 0.399 0.11 4.00 T 4.76 T
II o;i 1.00 0.442 0.442 0.097 4.00 T 4.73 T
tt 0.5 1.01 0.607 0.604 0,060 4.01 T 4.60 T
It 0.9 1.25 0.671 0.538 0.045 4.69 T 5.74 T
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Figure 6.3: One-Quarter-Decay Gain Settings for
Minimum
Integral-Square Error Two-Mode Controller,
Plant with Delay .
(Gain plotted versus plant delay. Dotted




























Figure 6.4: One-Quarter-Decay Gain Settings for Minimum
Integral-Square Error Two-Mode Controller)
Plant with Delay
(Gain plotted versus T/r,.)
o - Plant Delay
= 0 to O.IT
^ - Plant Delay
= 0.5T
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F_igure 6,5 One-Quarter-Decay Reset Settings for Minimum
Integral-Square Error Two-Mode Controller,
Plant with Delay.
m
(Reset plotted versus T/r. Note that the
setting is not critical, and is virtually
independent of the plant delay.)














experimentally, set the controller gain to half this value
and experiment with the reset rate until a suitable response
is found. In systems with long sample periods such a pro
cedure is time-consuming, indeed. (If no data is available,
r , r^ anc* the plant gain may be found by observing the
open-
loop plant response to a step set-point change with
the reset rate set at, or near, zero.)
Verification
To verify these results several systems were simulated
using the BASIC language program described in Appendix V.
SL-1 was not used at all for this case. Once again the
systems'
behaviors verified the results, as shown in the
next several figures. The first of these, Figure 6.6, ill
ustrates the improvement possible using the minimum error
settings.
Discussion
The results no longer compare with Ziegler and
Nichols*
recommendations for continuous systems, especially regard
ing reset rate. The recommended continuous system reset
rate was 1.2 divided by the ultimate period (period of sus
tained oscillation with no reset) . In this case the ulti
mate period is relatively constant at between four and nine
times the sample period and bears no relation to the reset
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by Mosler (Rr =1). Regarding the gain setting, for con
tinuous systems a setting of 0.45 times the ultimate gain
is recommended. The results presented in this thesis show
the one-quarter-decay gain to be between 0.4 and 0.67 times
the ultimate gain, and generally above 0.5. Using
Mosler'
s
technique the setting is sometimes much lower.
The results generated here would not be expected to
agree with Mosler, as he did not tune his systems for mini
mum integral -square error. Table 6.2, however, shows that
the computer program used here generated results, for
Rr
-
1, which agree with those on a graph supplied by
Mos-
13
ler . Table 6.3 compares the peak overshoot and integral -
square error at the optimized settings with those for
Rr = 1. The optimized settings show superior results at
all settings, but especially for slow sampling (T/r, > 1).
In general, the use of Rr
= 1 results in higher reset
rates and lower gains than the optimized settings.
The reader must not forget that the effects of the
sampling period, T, discussed at the end of Chapter IV,
still apply to this case.
A final, but most important, note. When comparing two-
mode versus proportional control one must keep in mind that
the integral (reset) action eliminates completely the steady
state offset. This is most crucial, since without reset
13. Mosler, p. 97.
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TABLE 6.2
Comparison -- One-quarter-decay gain for Rr = 1
as determined by Moslem
program of this thesis

















9.1 0.01 6.67 6.7
11
0.1 6.48 6.4
n 0.5 5.27 5.3




ti 0.1 0.647 0.64
ti 0.5 0.527 0.53
ti 0.9 0.426 0.43
10.0 0.01 0.067 0.067
11 0.1 0.065 0.064
n 0.5 0.053 0.053
m 0.9 0.043 0.043
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TABLE 6.3
Comparison -- Peak overshoot, integral -square error
and oscillation period at
one-quarter-
decay settings

















0.01 54 % 56 % 6.94 T
n 0.1 1.03 55 % 57 % 734 T 7.40 T
ti 0.5 1.04 53 % 55 % 9.32 T 9.42 T
ii
0.9 1.05 50 % 53 % 11.0 T 11.2 T
0.1 0.01 1.15 44 % 56 % 6.66 T 6.94 T
tt
0.1 1.16 45 % 57 % 7.06 T 7.40 T
It 0.5 1.21 42 % 55 % 8.91 T 9.41 T
II 0.9 1.24 36 % 53 % 10,4 T 11.2 T
1.0 0.01 1.81 19 % 56 % 5.41 T 6.9^ r
II 0.1 1.95 20 % 56 % 5.58 T 7.40 T
tt 0.5 2.25 24 % 55 % 6.64 T 9.42 T
tt 0.9 2.27 20 % 53 % 7.88 T 11,2 T
.0.1 0.01 2.32 23 % 56 % 4.76 T 6.94 T
II
0.1 2.59 26 % 57 % 4.73 T 7.40 T
tl 0.5 3.59 30 % 55 % 4.60 T 9.42 T
tl 0.9 3.75 24 7, 54 % 5.74 T 9.41 T
* The periods of the damped oscillations are expressed as
multiples of the sample period, T.
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the low loop gains generally required for stability result
in lari e offsets and large steady- state sensitivity to load
and other parameter changes.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This thesis has generated analog control settings for
an important class of sampled-output systems -- those hav
ing a sample, hold and delay in the feedback loop and hav
ing a plant adequately modeled by a first-order lag plus
delay, or dead time. The plant delay may not exceed one
sample period.
Proportional and proportional -integral controller set
tings for such systems have been found. Controllers includ
ing a derivative action have no place in such systems. The
discontinuity in the feedback signal at the sampling instant
would cause large
"spikes"
in the controller's output, while
between samples the unchanging feedback signal would render
the derivative response useless.
The results have been presented in tables and graphs
and verified by system simulations. They also have been
compared! with the results of previous investigations into
continuous systems and sampled systems without a feedback
delay. These results permit setting the controller for an
underdamped transient response having a one-quarter decay
ratio --a widely accepted design criterion. When propor
tional-integral control is used the settings presented will
result in a
one-quarter-
decay response having a minimized
integral- square output error following a step
set-
point
change, a refinement apparently not included in previous,
similar work. For proportional control the results
allow usable gain settings if the oscillatory ("ultimate")
gain is known.
Assuming a plant is adequately represented by a
first-
order model, the most severe limitation on the results of
this thesis is that they cannot be used on systems where
the plant delay exceeds the sample period. Such an exten
sion of this work would be useful. However,* adequate con
trol can be provided by slowing the sampling rate of the
system until it equals or exceeds the plant deadtime. It is
doubtful that control would be significantly improved by
sampling much faster than the plant deadtime, anyway.
The obvious next advancement beyond the procedures
described here would be the replacement of the analog con
troller with a digital control algorithm using either direct
digital control or a specially-designed digital controller.
Much work has been, and will continue to be, done in this
area. The use of analog controllers is not an insignificant
problem, however, For smaller plants, where computer con
trol cannot be justified economically, they remain the only
mass-produced, readily available means of control. Even in
large,
computer-controlled plants analog back-up controllers
generally are kept ready to take over in case of computer
failure.
APPENDIX I
GAIN SETTING PROGRAM: PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER,
NO PLANT DELAY




of Chapter 4 to find the angle (&>T) which datermines the -r
decay gain setting. When (<^T) - 0 the term on the left
equals one while that on the right is less than -r. As (^T)
is increased the left term decreases while the right
increases, until at (T) =
90
the left term is -y\ the
right, infinite. At some point in between the two are
equal .
The program starts at (^T) = 0 and increases (wT) in
one degree steps, comparing the two terms until the right
term exceeds the left. Then (cx>T) is decreased, this time in
0.1 degree steps, until the left term again becomes larger.
The value of (coT) resulting in the two terms being most
nearly equal is then printed, along with the ratio of K, to
K (using Equation 4.9). The value of K is easily calcu-
lated by hand.
The program flow chart, a list of variables, the pro
gram and a sample run follow.
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Appendix I, Fig. 1; Flow Chart of Analysis Program
Pro-
















CALCULATE LEFT AND RIGHT















GAIN SETTING PROGRAM: PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER,
NO PLANT DELAY
LIST OF VARIABLES:
A Left side of Equation 4.10. Also, after the
equation has been solved, A
= K-/ K (line 340)
4
B Right side of Equation 4.10,
C Previously- calculated value of A.
D Previously-calculated value of B.
- 2T/r
E e l.




Y Test variable to repeat or end program.
37




100 PRINT"T/TAU 1 - "i
1 10 INPUT P.
120 E"EXP(-2*R)
130 F0F P=0 T0 9 0
140 P1=P*3. 14159/180
150 A-.gSt (Pl/3. 14159)
160 B=E/(4*C0SCP1)*C0S<P!>>
17 0 IF A=B THEN 355
180 IF A<B THEN 220
190 NEXT P ;
200 PRINT"P>90. ST0P AT LINE
200"
210 ST0P
220 F0R Q=P T0 CP-1) STEPC-0.1)
230 P1=C*3- 14159/180
240 Aa.f'5tCPr/3. 14159)
250 B E/ C 4* C0 SC P 1 > * C0S< P 1 ) >
260 IF A=B THEN 360




310 PRXNT"PR0GRAM ST0P. LINE
310"
320 ST0P
330 IF <D-C)>C A-B> THEN 36 0
340 A=C
350 G-0+0. !
353 G0 T0 360
355 Q=P




PRINT" WT - "iQi "DEGREES."
37 5 PRINT
38 0 PRir,TMM0RE";
39 0 INPUT Y
400 IF Yl THEN 100
410 END
'i At "X K 1
38





T/TAU 1 - ? .5
F0R CT/TAU 1) = o.S - Ki' = 0-597358 X Kl
W T - 66.9 DEGREES.
M0RE? 1
T/TAU 1 - ? l
F0R (T/TAU 1) = i , KP . 0.5582,3 X Kl.
WT - 7 5.7 DEGREES.
M0RE? 1
T/TAU 1 - ? 2
F0R CT/TAU 1) = 2 , KP = 0.521233 X Kl.




GAIN SETTING PROGRAM: PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER,
PLANT WITH DELAY
For a system with plant delay using a proportional
controller, this program calculates the ultimate (oscilla
tory) and one-quarter-decay gains for any value of (T/r )
and nu supplied by the operator. It also prints out the
open-
loop zero, open and
closed-
loop poles and other use
ful root- locus information. The program uses a trial-and-
error routine starting with an initial loop gain, calcula
ting and testing the locations of the
closed-
loop poles and
adjusting the gain as required until the poles meet the
criteria for either steady oscillation or one-quarter-decay
ratio as required. Specifically, the program does the
following:
1. Calculates the open- loop zero and poles.
2. Calculates saddle-point information.
3. Finds the ultimate gain and calculates related
information.
4. Does the same for the one-quarter-decay gain.
5. Calculates the intersection of the real axis and
the asymptotic line approached by the complex
closed-
loop poles as the gain becomes large.
6. If desired by the operator calculates the closed-
loop poles for a specific series of gains and for
any gains supplied by the operator.
A list of variables, the program and a sample run are
included in this Appendix. Rather than attempt a flow
chart for this program, its organization is described as
follows :
Lines 100 - 130: Accept input data.
Lines 135 - 270: Calculate and print data as indicated.
(Subroutine 5000 prints the char
acteristic equation. )
Lines 280 - 5(0: Find the ultimate gain by an itera
tive process rs shown in Figure 1.
Subroutines 6000 and 7000, which cal
culate the pole locations for any
given gain, are used.
The process begins by setting the
loop gain equal to 0.5 and calcula
ting all poles. If all the poles
are inside the unit circle the gain
is increased and the poles again
calculated. This continues until
one of the poles falls outside the
unit circle. When this happens the
gain is decreased at a slower rate
until all the poles again lie within
the unit circle. The gain is then
Appendix II, Figure 1: Flow Chart of Lines 280 - 560
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FROM LINE 270
INITIALIZE PROGRAM VARIABLES (28O-300)


























again increased even more slowly.
The process stops when the pole far
thest from the origin lies within
0.1% of the unit circle.
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if the gain is changed 1000 times.
Linos 570 - 650: Print the ultimate gain, the closed-
loop poles, the oscillation frequency
and the characteristic equation.
Lines 680 - 960: Find the one-quarter-decay gain by
the same process as Lines 280-560,
except that the gain is adjusted to
place the complex poles on the one-
quarter-decay locus. As explained
in the text, (Chapter V), the nega
tive real pole is ignored. The
starting gain setting and the first
gain increments differ from Lines
280-560.
Lines 970 - 1050: Print the one-quarter-decay gain, the
closed-
loop poles, the (damped)
oscillation frequency and the char
acteristic equation.
Lines 1100
- 1105: Print the intersection of the high-
93
gain asymptote with the real axis.
Lines 1106 - 1108: Allow the operator to skip the
remaining printout.
Lines 1109 - 1220: Print the closed- loop poles for
ten gain settings up to and includ
ing the ultimate gain. (The ulti
mate gain is rounded up to the next
higher integer.)
Lines 1230 - 1150: Print the closed- loop poles for
any
user- supplied gain.
Lines 1360 - 1410: Allow the user to enter another
gain, start over with new system
parameters or end the program.
Lines 5000 - 5010: (Subroutine 5000.) Print the
characteristic equation.
Lines 6000 - 6140; (Subroutine 6000.) Find the nega
tive real pole by an iterative pro
cess. This is done by changing
the value of z until the polynomial,
P(z), is at 0 (0.001 times the
value of P(z) at z = 0). The first
valut of z chosen is the zero-
crossing of P(z) predicted by a
f traight-line approximation using
the gain and slope of P(z) at z~0.
Each subsequent value of z is
94
chosen using the gain and slope of
P(z) at the previous value of z.
The program aborts if the process
exceeds . 1000 iterations .
Lines 7000 - 7160: (Subroutine
7000."
Calculate the
remaining two poles once the nega
tive real pole is known. This is
simple algebra, except that the
formula used depends on whether
the roots are real or complex.
This subroutine also calculates
the radius of the complex poles,
or sets this radius equal to zero
/ if the poles are real. (This is
made use of in the main program.)
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A Coefficient of z in P(z) (characteristic equa
tion) .
Y"
AO Dummy test variable.
A2 Dummy test variable.
B Coefficient of z in P(z).
Bl Coefficient of z in quadratic expression for
c'Pmplex poles.
ft
vc Constant coefficient an P(z).












Loop \ gain (Kl-K2*K,3) r used repeatedly.
KO Loop gain at saddle point.
Kl Ultimate (oscillatory) gain.
K2 ! Next higher integer above Kl .
L j Distance of complex poles from origin. L~0 if
there are no complex poles.
M Slope of P(z); that is, dP(z)/dz, along real axia
M2
m2
N Test counter in loops.
Nl Gain increment in loops.
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N2 Test counter in loop.
P P(z). This is the third-order, closed-loop
characteristic equation from which the poles are
found .
Q Angle of complex poles, in radians.
R T/Zl
X2 -b/2a (a=l) in quadratic expression for complex
poles.
Y Open- loop zero of GH(z).
YO Saddle point.




i-n quadratic expression for complex
poles.
Z Real closed-loop pole (real zero of P(z).).
Z2 After factoring Z out of P(z), two poles remain.
If these poles are real, Z2 is one of them. If
these poles are a complex pair, Z2 is the real
component of these poles .
Z3 If the two poles are real, Z3 is the second of
the two. If complex, Z3=Z2.
Z4 If the two poles are complex, Z4 is the imaginary
component of these poles. If real, Z4=0.
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Appendix II, Figure 2; Analysis Program Proportional
Controller, Plant with Delay
ICC PUM
"Ff>- 1/1AU=,,I
1 IC INH1 R
IPC FFIM 'V*L ,v{ = ":
130 INIL1 Ki
135 PRINT
1^0 I = EXP(-R)
1 bO E; :=E*P(-y, *FO
160 IF !"= 0 THEN 19 C
165 Y=(E 1-Er WC l-)
17 C FUNT "~EFC Ll- C-H =";Y
IRC CC ic s-rr.
190 PFINT "ZEFC Cf Gh = .NEGATIVE
IM-INI1Y"
..
-00 PUM "PLLES CF Gri = C> C.";E)
05 PI-IM
1 Cf YC=< ET1+3*Y+<E1*E1- 1C*E1*Y + 9*Y*YX+ . 51 /4
C Y 1=E1-2*Y0
30 PfilM "^ALFLE JOINT =";YC!"/ "jhll-L IbL k = "J Y 1
/,0 KC-Y 1*YC*Y0/(E 1-E>
50 PFINT "GMN Al SALILE FC1NT -"JKO
55 K = -<C
60 GC:M>L bCCO
27 C PFINT
'C N 1= .25
90 K = . 5
3CC N=C
3 10 GC'FA'fc 6CCC
3C GOME 7( CC
330 I
I- ?.<- 1 THEN ^-30
3-iO IF L> 1 THEN 430
350 If PE>S(Z + 1 > < . OC 1 THFN 57 0
360 IF /: SCL IX. CCI THEN 57 0
37 0 IF N< IC CC THE
iN- 'CC
380 F'lINl "FXCt t I t L HOC LCCFS Al LINE 370.
5Vol!"
39 0 STOP
/.CO N = N+ 1
4 10 K =K + N 1
*2C< CC TC 31C
430 N l =M/2
44C N = N + 1
^50 K =K-.N 1
46 C GCSl'fc 6 CCO
47 0 GC.-Ll . 7 000
43
C' IF N< 10 OC THFN 510




?<- 1 THEN ''O
5 0 IF L > 1 1 H FN 4 0
530 IE AI5CZ+1X.CC1 THEN 57 0
b'.O IE
APS(L- 1X.CC. 1 THEN 57 C
bf>0 N 1 = N l/
i-6 0 GC IC /.OC:
b7 C K 1 = K
b75 IFIM "ULTIMATE CAIN = "JK1
5S( PRIMT "7. \-":Z
.-ii
PRINT "Z2: RE ="JZ2;" IM = ";Z<?
600 PRINT "Z3:. RE =";?3i". IM =
"
: - Z $
w
Appendix II. Figure 2; (Continued)
6 10 IF L=0 HEN 640
60 FEIr.NT "COMPLEX POLES: R="SL;". PHI = "; IS Q* Q/3. \A 1 59 : "DBC-
"








7 TO GDf.L-E 000
7 0 Gf SL'F 7 OCC
7/0 I F L>C ."25*'*ce/6.28 31JO V THEN Hot
760 IF AFSCL- C. 5* <- C G/6 26 3T>. > ) ) < CCI l-i EN 970
770 IF N'< 1 CC C THEN HOC
7Ht FFIN1 "tXCTEEEr 1C(C
LOOP.' IN LINE 77C.
,STCP!"
7 90 5 'TCI
'
8CC N = N+ 1
R'K K=if*1VJ ',
8C GC TC 7 10.





87 0 GCSO,t/ 7
b'^X-L I f
'
N < 1 OC C "TH'hi\ 90
890
'





90 IE !_>( b* *($/(.. 28318) ) THEN 8^0
940 IE, AES(L-C '. 1 5* * ( Q/6 28 3 1 8 ) > X . CC 1 THEN 97 0
9 50*N 1 = N !/
9 60 8 00, .
97 C PF iK'V "1//- PLCAY FATI 0 CAIN =">K;
980 PFINT "Z 1 'k
990 PFINT -'Z{: ='J5 ZZ; ", IK
,
=.''*7.4
100 0 if INT "ZC: I p""*="i Z3; "> U:\J-"; -Z 4
1010 IE LpC THEN 10-40
10C
F- P I M 1 "Of.MEjpEX., POLE.'.1:: R="JLJ"^ PHI = "J 18 0- Q-/ 3. 1 4 1 59J "DE.G .
"




1 IOC P^INT "ASYMPTOTES INTEFSLCT FLAL AXIS A'i Z = ";CEl-Y>/2
II 05 PFINT




1 JOR LTF AfiO THEN 136 0
1 109 E F INT
1,1 10 K2=II<;TCK 1+ n
1115 PRINT "QAIN", "? 1 ", "RECZ2)"., "I;-,(Z) 'i,"R(Z2) ", PHI CZ2)". "Z-S"
1 1 17 PRINT
"--- " " ".
" " " ",
"
1 10 FOR K=(K2/ 1 05 TC K ST Ef (K2/105
1 130 GGSTi ,60C.
1J/.C GCSLF 7 OCC
1 150 FFI.NT K.Z...Z2.
1.16 0 IF L=0 Tr-CN 1190
117 0 IFIM Z4L>a*- 180/3. 141 59




" "- " ">Z3
|{ Of Gl i Cl 5000
m
Appendix II. Figure 2t (continued)
1210 PFINT
1220 NEXT K
1P30 PFINT "ENTEP L00P GAIN. 10 STOP* ENTER 0. ";
140 INPUT K
1250 IF K=0 THEN 1360
1260 GCEUE- 6000
127 0 GeSUE 7 000
128C PFIN1 K,Z,Z2>
129 0 IF L=0 THEN 1320
1300 PFINT Z4,L- G* 180/3. 14153






1350 Ge T0 1230
1360 PPINT "NEW INPUT VALUES? YES = 1* N0 = 0.";
137 0 INPUT AO
138 0 IF A0= 1 THEN 100
139G IF A0=0 THEN 9999
1400 PPINT "TFY AGAIN. YES = 1* N0 = C ";
1410 G0 T0 137 0








6050 IF (AbSCP>X(C*.0001> THEN 6140
6060 IF NX 1000 THEN 6 100
607 0 PRINT "EXCEEDED 1000 INCREMENTS IN SUb
6000."
6080 PPINT "GAIN =";K;"FEAL ZEP0 = "; Z i " . . ST0P !
"




6130 GB T0 6040
6 140 RETURN
7 000 B1 = A+Z
7 010 Cl = -C/Z
7 020 Y2=( bl*Bl-4*Cl>/4
7 030 X=-Bl/2
7 040 IF Y2<0 THEN 7 120
7 050 Z2-X2+SQRCY2)
7 07 0 Z3=X2-SGKCY2)
7 09 0 L=0
7 100 Z4=0









Appendix II. Figure 3: Sample Run of Program Listed in
Figure 2 .
FP. T/TAU=? .01
AN D M 2= ? .5
ZEFG CF GH =-0.995012
POLES
fit'
GH = 0* 0, 0.99005
SADDLE POINT = 0.6 12046 , THI PD POLE =-0.234042
6AIN AT SADDLE POINT = 17.6664
P<Z> = Z3 - 0.99005 Zt + 8.81115E-2 Z + 0.087672
ULTIMATE GAIN = 8 3.5
Z 1 = -C. 4 147 59
Z2: PE = 0-7C24C4 # IM = 0.7 11138
Z3: P.E = 0.7 0-404 . IM =-0.7 11138
CCMFLEX POLES: F. = 0.999 545 , PHI = 45.3541 DEC-..
W = 2*PI*F = 0.79 1577 /SAMPLING PATE
PCZV = Zt3 - 0.99005 Zt2 +.0.416458 Z + 0.414331
l/.-i DECAY RATIO GAIN = 53.0029
ZI =-0.354762
Z2: PE = 0.67 2406 , IM = C 537877
Z3! PE = C 672406 > IM =-0-537877
CGMPLEX POLES: F. = 0.36 107 , PHI = 38.6574 DEG.
W = 2*PI*F = C 67 4698 /SAMPLING FATE
PCZ) = Zt3 r 0-99005 Zt2 + 0.264353 Z + 0.263035
ASYMPTOTES INTERSECT REAL AXIS AT Z - 0.992531
FURTHER OUTPUT? Y= \, N=0? 1





PCZ) = Z*3 - 0.99005 Zt2 + 4. 18952E-2 Z + 4.16862E-2
J6.8 -0.229369 0.1 00586
0.518832
PCZ) = Zt3
- 0.99005 Zt2 + 8.37904E-2 Z + 8.33724E-2
25.2 -0.269165 0.629607 0.261174 0.681629
22.5297
PCZ) = Zt3
- 0.99005 Zt2 + C 125686 Z + 0.125059
33.6 -0.300355 C. 645202 C 372657 0.74509
30.01
PCZ) = Zt3
- 0.99005 Z* + 0.167581 Z + 0.166745 . ."-.
42. -0.326236 0.658143 0.45359 0.79931
34.57-45
PCZ) = Z3
- 0.99005 Z*2 + 0.209 476 Z + 0.2C3431
101
Append i x II, igyi r.e : (Continued!
50.4 . . -0.348458 0*669254 0.519503 0*847221
37.8 202
PCZ) = Zt3 - 0.99005 Zt2 + 0.251371 Z + 0.250117
58.8 -0.367978 0.679014 0*576135 0.890501
40.3142
PCZ) = Zt3 - 0.99005 Zt2 + 0.293266 Z + 0.291BC4
67.2
.-0.385431 0-68774 0.626301 0.930182
42.3231







PCZ) = Zt3 - 0.99005 Zt2 + 0.377057 Z + C375176
84. -C415581 0.7028 16 0.7 13535 1.00154
45.4337
PCZ) = Zt3 - 0.99 .05 Zt2 + 0*413952 Z + 0.416862
ENTER LOGP GAIN. TO STEP, ENTER 0. ? 10C0
1000 -C 779459 0.884754 2.36305 2.52325
69.47 35
PCZ) = Zi3 - C 99005 Zt2 + 4.98752 Z + 4.96265
APPENDIX III
GAIN SETTING PROGRAM t TWO-MODE CONTROLLER,
PLANT WITH DELAY
For systems using two-mode controllers this program
functions similarly to that of Appendix II, with one import
ant difference. For any set of parameters (i.e., T/Z7., m^
and the reset rate) supplied by the operator the program
finds not only the one-quarter-decay gain but also the
integral- square error of the plant's response to a step
input. This allows the operator to adjust the reset rate,
tuning the system for the
one-quarter-
decay response having
the lowest error. Without this, or some other, criterion
there would be an infinite number of combinations of grin
and reset rate yielding a
one-
quarter-decay ratio. As in
the program of the previous appendix, trial -and-error rou
tines are used.
The program does the following
1. Finds the ultimate gain and related information
when the reset rate is zero. (This is the same as
the ultimate gain found by the program of Appendix
II.)
2. With the reset rate still equal to zero, finds the
one-quarter-decay gain, integral -square error and
other information. (This is the same as the one-
quarter-decay gain found by the previous program.)
This program may be used to find gain settings for
proportional controllers, although it does not
supply the auxiliary information of the previous
program.
3. For any reset rate entered by the operator, finds
the one-quarter-decay gain, integral -square error
and other information. This may be repeated as
often as required as the operator
" tunes"
the
system for minimum error.
4. If desired by the operator, prints pole locations
at a preset series of gains and at .ny gain entexsd
by the operator.
This program does not calculate root- locus information,
Such data was found to be of no help in solving the problem
considered in this thesis.
A list of variables, the program and a sample run
follow. The program organization is as follov/ss
Lines 80 - 91s Self-explanatory.
Lines 100 - 120: Accept input data and permit aj.. *
program termination.





no reset. The procedure is identical
to that followed by Lines 280-560 in
the previous appendix,.
Lines 530 - 540 s Print the ultimate gain, calculate
and print the average oscillation
104
period.
Lines 600 - 90C i Find the one-quarter-decay gain
(reset rate = 0). The procedure is
identical to Lines 680-960 of the
previous program.
Line 910 t Calculates the (damped) oscillation
frequency.
Lines 915 - 925 t Set the subscripted ^variable, W,
and the variable E, equal to zero.
Lines 930 - 1040 s Find the peak overshoot and approxi
mate integral -square error of a sys
tem without reset. This is done by
running a BASIC language simulation
of the system with a unity step
input. The simulation is similar to
the first program described in
Appendix V. The program stores the
peak value of the output (before
delay) and the time of the peak
(Lin- s 980 - 1000). At each samp
ling instant it also calculates
(approximately) the square of the
output error over the previous inter
val and adds it :o the sum of the
previous squared errors (Line 975)
so that at the end of the simulation
105
run the approximate integral -square
error is stored. The error is based
on a final output equal to (EC/ ( 1+K) )
for unity input. (The system has no
reset yet.) The calculated value is
a relative value, useful for compar
ison, and is correct as an absolute
value if the final value of the out-
m
put equals one and the sample period
is one unit. The variable names of
the simulation routine compare with










W(7) = Peak output (later
transformed to per
centage overshoot . )
W(8):-; W(8)+l time of peak
E = Integral -square error
Lines 1050 - 1065 Print one-quarter-decay gain, fre-
quency, peak overshoot and integral
square error for reset = 0.
Lines 1070 - 1090. Allow the operator to either enter
a new value of reset rate or restart
the program.
Lines 1091 - 1098 i Calculate and print the open- loop
zeros (whether real or complex)
and poles. Subroutine 9000 calcu
lates the zeros.
Lines 1100 - 1520 j Find the one-quarter decay gain by
a trial -and-error process similar
to that used in the previous pro
gram. As explained in the text,
Chapter Vi, the negative real pole
is ignored. Subroutine 8000, which
factors the fourth-order character
istic equation, is used.
Lines 1530 - 1585 If the characteristic equation
should ever have two pairs of com
plex roots (which turned out never
to be the case) these lines choose
the pair having the lower frequency
which is the pair expected to dom
inate the transient response.
Lines 1590 - 1615? Set the subscripted variable, W,
and the variable E, equal to zero.
Lines 1620 - 1723? Find the peak overshoot and inte
gral-square error by a system simu
lation. Again, the error is a rel
ative value, and is absolutely cor
rect only if the sample interval
and the final output are unity.
The simulation is based on the
second program described in Appen




















E = Integral -square
error
Lines 1724 - 1746 j Print the one-quarter-decay gain,





either real or complex poles.
Lines 1750 - 1770 s Allow the operator skip the
remaining printout.
Lines 1780 - 1900 Print the closed- loop poles for
ten gain settings up to and
includ-
ing the ultimate gain. (The ulti
mate gain i.3 rounded up to the next
higher integer.) Again, the print
out handles either real or complex
poles.
Lines 1905 - 2030: Calculate poles for any s\ 3cific
loop gain, or return to Li ne 1070
which allows the user to cither
change the reset rate or restart
the program.
Lines 6000 - 6140 i (Subroutine 6000) Identical to
subroutine 6000 of the previous
program.
Lines 7000 - 7160. (Subroutine 7000) Identical to
subroutine 7000 of the previous
program .
Lines 8000 - 8410 1 (Subroutine 8000) Factors the
fourth-order characteristic equa
tion. This subroutine, which will
not be explained in detail here, is
a
successive- approximation process
based on a routine known as Lin's
method, described by Chen and
1 /
Haas . If any roots are complex
this routine calculates their radii
and angles.
Lines 9000 - 9300 i Factors the second-order expression
for the open- loop zeros. If the
roots are complex the radius and
angle are calculated.
14. C. F. Chen and I. J. Haas, Elements of Control System
Analysis. (Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1968), 70-76.
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GAIN SETTING PROGRAM TWO-MODE CONTROLLER,
PLANT WITH DELAY
LIST OF VARIABLES
A Coefficient of z in P(z) (characteristic equation)
for systenuwithout reset. Also used as the coeffi
cient of z in the expression for the open- loop zeros
of a system with reset.
A2 Dummy, test variable.
B Coefficient of z in P(z) for system without reset.
Also used as the coefficient of z in the expression
for the open- loop zeros of a system with reset.
BO In P(z) for closed-loop system with reset:
0 =-
-z4
+ B0(z3) + C0(z2) + D0(z) + EO
Bl Coefficient of z in quadratic expression for complex
poles of a system without reset.
B(l), B(2), B(3)t Internal variables used in subroutine
8000 -- successive-approximation factoring routine
for fourth-order characteristic equation. When the





+ B(2)z + C(2))
C Constant coefficient in P(z) for system without re&et.
Also used as the constant coefficient in the expres
sion for the open-loop zeros of a system with reset.
CO See BO
Cl In a system without reset, the constant coefficient
in the quadratic expression for the complex poles of
P(z).
C(l), C(2), C(3)i See B(l), B(2), B(3)
j
D b




Dl, D2t- For a system with reset --if the
open-
loop zeros
are real, Dl and D2 are the zeros. If they are com
plex, Dl is the real part, D2 the imaginary.
Ill
D3 The angle of the open-loop zeros, if complex, of a
system with reset (radians).
D4 The magnitude of the open- loop zeros, if complex, of
a system with reset.
y
D(l), D(2)t b - 4ac in expression for closed-loop poles
of a system with reset (two pairs of poles).









F Frequency times sampling rate.
I Test counter in loops.
10 Counter in loops controlling calculation and printout
of closed-loop poles.
K Loop gain (K1"K2-K3)
-- used repeatedly.
Kl Ultimate gain of a system without reset.
K2 Next higher integer above ultimate gain.
L Distance of complex poles from origin in systems with
out reset. L = 0 if there are no complex poles.
L(l), L(2) For a system with reset, the distances of the
complex pairs of poles from the origin. For real
pairs of poles, L(l) and/or L(2) equal zero.
M For a system without reset, the slope of P(z)j that is,
dP(z)/dz, along the real axis.
M2
m2
N Test counter in loops.
Nl Gain increment in loops.
N2 Test counter in loop.
P P(z) -- the characteristic equation -- for a closed-
loop system without reset.
Q Angle of complex poles, in radians, for a system with
out reset. Also used for the complex pole angle in a
system with reset or, if the system has two pairs of




< q < rr.
Q(l), Q(2) For a system with reset, the angles of the
comolex poles. For real pairs of poles, Q(l) and/or
Q(2) equal zero.
R TlZ^,
Rl RZ. (where R is the reset rate, not Till),
R(l), R(2), R(3), R(4): For a system with reset, the real
closed-
loop poles. For complex pole pairs, R(l) a^d/
or R(3X equal -b/2a, R(2) and/or R(4) equal .:ot?
/(ac-b4)/2a.
(wotei when the poles are real, R(2)<R(l), R(4)<R(3).)
W See text of this appendix for descriptions of lines
930 - 1040 and 1620 - 1723.
X2 In a system without reset, -b/2a (asl) in quadratic





(a=l) in quadratic expression for complex
poles of a system without reset.
Z Real closed- loop pole of a system without reset.
Z2 For a system without reset : after factoring Z out of
P(z), two poles remain. If these poles are real, Z2
is one of them. If these poles are a complex pair,
Z2 is the real component of these poles .
Z3 For a system without reset: If the two poles are
real, Z3 is the second of them. If complex, Z3=Z2.
Z4 For a system without reset: If the two poles are
complex, Z4 is the imaginary component. If real,
Z4=*0.
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Appendix III, Figure It Analysis Program Two-Mode Con
troller. Plant with Delay
80 DIM W C20)




90 PRINVCFEAL P0LE TESTS
DELETED.)"
9 1 PPINT
100. PFINVENTER T/TAU 1 M2. C 0, 0= ST 0F ) ";
1 10 INPUT F,M2







240 Ge-SUE 7 0C0
250 IF Z<- 1 THEN 350
260 IF L> 1 THEN 350
27 0 IF ABSCZ+ 1 ) < . 0 C 1 THEN 49 0
2t0 IF AfaSCL-lX.OOl THEN 520
290 IF N<1000 THEN 320




330 K =K+N 1






400 IF N<1000 THEN 430





Z<- 1 THEN 360
440 IF L> 1 THEN 36 0
450 IF ABSCZ+ 1X.001 THEN 49 0
460 IF ABSCL-1X.001 THEN 520
47 0 Nl =Nl/2
480 G0 T0 320
490 K 1=K
500 F=. 5




540 PBINV'ULT. GAIN ="JK1J". FREQ
= "; F; "/SAMPLI NG
RATE."




640 G0SUB 7 000
670 IF L>( .25**C 0/6.28318)) THEN 760
690 IF AbSCL-C .25**Ci/6. 28318) ))< 001 THEN 910
7 00 IF N< 1000 THEN 7 30




7 30 N =N+ I
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1260 NEXT I 0
127 0 IF N<1000 THEN 1300




1310 K=K + N 1
1320 G0 T0 1 140




1382 IF N<1000 THEN 139 0
1385 PFINT"EXCEEDED 1000 L00PS AT LINE
1382.* ST0P!"
1337 STOP
139 0 F0R 10= 1 T0 2
1430 IF LCI 0)>C .25**CQCI 0)/6. 28318) ) THEN 136 0
1440 NEXT I 0
1450 FOR I 0= 1 T0 2
1490 IF LCI 0)>C .25**CGCI0)/6. 28318)-. 001) THEN 1530
1500 NEXT I 0
1510 Nl=Nl/2
1520 GB T0 1300
1530 IF 0(1X0 THEN 1580
1540 IF 0(2)=0 THEN 1560
1550 IF 0C1)>GC2) THEN 158 0
156 0 G=GC 1)
157 0 G0 T0 158 5
158 0 Q=QC2)
158 5 F=G/6.28 318




1620 FOR W=0 T0 30
1630 WC4XWC6)
1640 WC6XWC3)
1650 WC 1) =K*C 1-WC4))
166 0 WC 10)=WC 1 1)
1 67 0 W C 1 1 ) =W C 1 0) +W C 1 ) * R* R 1
1680 WC5XWC2)
169 0 WC2) = CW( 1>+WC 10)-RI*WC 1))*C 1 - E 1 ) +R* R 1*W C 1 ) + W C 5) =f El
1695 E=E+C CWC2)+WC5)-2) /2)**2
17 00 WC 3> = CWC 1)+WC 10)-R1*WC 1) )*C 1-E2) + R*R1*WC 1XM2+WC5XE2
17 10 IF WC7)> =WC2) THEN 1722
17 20 WC7 )=W<2)
17 21 WC8)=W
17 22 NEXT W
1723 WC7 ) =
CWC7)- 1 ) * 1 00
17 24 PRINT
1725 PRINTM/4 DECAY GAIN = "; K
1726
PRINT"
PK 0VEKSH00T= "J V, C 7 ) J "% AT SAMPLE *"JWC8)+1
17 27
PRINT"
APPF0X INTEG-SGR ERROR = "J E
17 28 PRINT"P0LES
ARE:"
17 29 F0R I 0= 1 T0 2
17 30 IF DC I 0X0 THEN 17 38
17 32
PFINT"
"; RC2*d 0- 1)+ 1)
17 34
PRINT" ";RC2*(I0- l) + 2)
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7 40 K =K+N1






8 10 IF N<1000 THEN 860
820 PRINT"EXCEEDED 1000 L00PS AT LINE 810.
ST0P!"
8 30 ST0P
860 IF L>C25**CQ/6. 28318)) THEN 770
-
880 IF ABSCL-C . 25**C G/6 28 318) ) )< 001 THEN 9 10
890 N l =Nl/2 .
900 G0 T0 7 30
9 10 F=G/6. 28318
9 15 FOR W= 1 T0 7
9 17 W CW) = 0
920 NEXT W
9 25 E=0
930 FeR W = 0 T0 30
940 W ( 4XWC 6)
950 WC6XWC3)
960 WC 1)=K*C 1-W C4))
970 W C2)=W( SXE1+WC 1)*C 1-E1)
97 5 E=E+C CW (2) +WC 5)-2*K/( 1 +K) ) /C2*K/C 1 +K) ) )**2
980 IF WC7)>=W(2) THEN 1010
99 0 WC7 )=WC2)
1 000 WC8XW
1010 W(3)=WC5)*E2+WC 1)*C 1-E2)
1020 WC 5)=WC2)
1030 NEXT W
10^0 WC7) = CWC7)-CK/( 1+K)))* 100/CK/C 1 + 1<>)
1050 PRINT"R*TAU 1 = 0. 1/4 DECAY GAIN= "mi ', FREO="iFi / SAMP.
1060
PRINT"
E;K 0VERSH00T= '} WC7) ;
"
% AT SAMPLE #";WC8)+ 1
1062
PFINT"
AFPR0X INTEG- SQR ERR0R =
"JEJ" CN0RMALIZED)"
106 5 PRINT
107 0 PRINT-ENTER R*TAU 1. C 0= RESTART) "1
1080 INPUT Rl
109 0 IF R1=0 THEN 8 5
109 1 G0SUB 9 000
109 2 IF D<0 THEN 109 5
1093 PRINVZER0ES 0F GH = ; D 1 ; "n "S D2
109 4 G0 T0 1098
109 5 PRINT
1096 PRTNT-ZEF0ES 0F GH = "JD1 ;+/- J "i D2
1097
PRINT"
RADIUS ="JD4; "> ANGLE = *; D3* 180/3. 14159J
"DEG"
1098 PRINT'PBLES 0F GH = 1, "i E1J "> 0,
0"
1 100 N1 = K 1/4




1 140 G0SUB 8000
1 150 F0F I 0= 1 TO 2
1190 IF LCI 0)>( .25**C GCI 0) /6. 28318)) THEN 1350
IPCO NFXT I 0
1210 F 0 R 10=1 T0 2
1250 IE LCI0)>C .25**CGCIC)/6. 28318)-. OOI) THEN 1530
RATE"
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" +/- J"i RC2*CI0- l) + 2)
RADIUS="JLCI 0); "* ANGLE = "; GC I 0) * 18 0/3. 1 4 1 59;
"DEG-
1070



















PRINT-GAIN = ";K; ",
F0R I 0= 1 T0 2
IF DCI 0X0 THEN 1870
PRINT" ";RC2*CI0- 1)+ I)




N EX T 10
NEXT K
PFINT







FOR 10= 1 T0 2






N EX T 10
PFINT








I F N< 1000 THEN 6 100
PRINT "EXCEEDED 1000 INCREMENTS IN SUB 6000.






GO T0 6 040
FETUFN
b 1 = A+ Z
J"; RC2*CI 0- l) + 2)





"JRC2+CI 0- 1)+ 1)
";RC2*CI0- l) + 2>
";R(2*CI 0- 1).+ 1);
" +/-
RADIUS =";lci 0);
J-; RC2*CI 0- l) + 2)
. ANGLE ="; GCIO)* 180/3. 14159; DEG'
THEN 6 140
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7010 Cl = -C/Z
7020 Y2=CBl*Bl-4*Cl)/4
7 030 X2=-bl/2
7 040 IF Y2<0 THEN 7 120
7 050 Z2=X2+SQFCY2)
707 0 Z3=X2-SGRCY2)
7 09 0 L=0
7 100 Z4=0






7 153 IF G>=0 THEN 7 160
7 156 G=Q+3. 14159
7 160 FETUFN
8 000 C0=E1 +K*C
1+F1*(M2*R- D + CR1- 1)*E2)
8010 DO=-K*C 1 +
R1*CM2*R- 1-R) + C 1 + R1*(M2*R- 1 ) ) * E 1 + 2* C R
1- 1)*E2)
8 020 EO=K*C C1+R1*CM2*R-1-R))*E1+CR1-1)*E2)
8 140 BC 1XB0/C0
8 150 CC 1)=E0/C0
8 160 1 = 0
8 37 0 B(2) = B0-BC 1)
8 18 0CC2XC0-CC D-BC 1)*BC2)
8 19 0 BC3) = EC 1)
8200 CC3XCC 1)
8210 BC 1) = C (DO-CC 1 )* B< 2) >/(
CO- CC 1 ) - b( 3) * BC 2) ) + BC 3) ) /2
8 220 CC 1XCE0/CC0-CC 1
)- BC 3)*BC 2) ) + CC 3))/2
8230 IF AI:SCBC3)-BC 1))>=.0001 THEN 82S0
8240 IF ABSCCC3)-C( DX.0001 THEN 8300
8250 IF K1000 THEN 8280
8260
PFINT"
3000 LOOPS - STOP AT LINE
8250!"
827 0 STOP
8 28 0 1 = 1+1
829 0 G0 T0 8 17 0
8300 F0R I 0= 1 T0 2
8310 DCI OXBCI OXBCI 0)-4*CCI 0)
8320 IF DCIOXO THEN 8380
8 340 RC2*CI
0- 1)+ D = -fcCI 0) /2+SGFCDCI 0) ) /2
8 35 0 RC2*CI
0- D + 2) = -bCI 0)/2-SC.RCDCI0))/2
8352 GCI 0) = 0
8355 LCI C) = 0
8360 G0 TC 8400
8380
FC2+CIC- 1)+ l)=-BCI0)/2
8 39 0 RC2*CI
0- 1 ) + 2) = SGKC-DC I 0) ) /2
8 39 3 LCIOXSOFC BC I 0>*E(I 0)
/A- DC I 0) /4)
8 39 6 GCI 0)=ATNCFC2*CI
0- 1 ) + 2) /RC 2* C I 0- 1 ) + 1 ) )
8 397 IE GCIO)>=0 THEN 8 400;.
8398 GCI 0) = GCI 0) + 3. 14159
8 400 NILXT I 0
8410 FETUFN
9 000 A=1+RI*CM2*F-1) +CM-1)*E
9010
f=- 1-F
1*CM2*F- 1-F)-C 1 + R1*CM2*F-1))*E1-2*(R1-1)*E
9 020 C=( 1 + E l +
C/i*F- 1-R) XE1 + CR1- 1)*E2
9 030 L=b*E:-4*A*C
9 040 IF D<0 THEN 9 08 0
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Appendix IIIT Figure 1: (continued)
9 050 D1=C-E>+SGFCD))/C2*A)
9060 D2=C-B-JSGFCD))/C2*A)
9 07 0 GO T0 9 300
9080 D1 = -B/C2*A)
9 09 0
,
D2= SGRC - L ) / ( 2* A)
9 ICO D3=ATNCD2/D1)
9 110 IF D3> = 0 THEN 9 200
9 120 D3=D3+3. 14 159




Appendix III, Figure 2: Sample Run of Program Listed in
Figure 1
CALCULATIONS - TW0-M0DE C0NTR0LLER WITH PLANT DELAY.
CREAL PGLE TESTS DELETED.)
ENTER T/TAU 1> M2* CO-O ST0P.)? 1. 1
ULT. GAIN = 1.42 187 , FREG = 0.154259 /SAMPLING RATE.
F*TAU 1 = 0. 1/4 DECAY GAIN= 0.7498 17 , FRE 61= 0.147865 / SAMP. RATE
PK BVEFSHP(LT= 58.3774 % AT SAMPLE # 3
APPROX INTEG-SGF ERF0R = 0.896385 CN0RMALIZED)
ENTER R*TAU 1. CO-RESTART)? 1
ZEROES 0F GH = 0.367879 , -9 ,
POLES 0F GH = 1, 0.367879 , 0/ 0
1/4 DECAY GAIN = 0.426285
PK 0VERSHOBT= 53.2527 % AT SAMPLE # 5




0.746618 +/- J 0.470522
RADIUS= 0.882513 , ANGLE = 32.2194 DEG
FURTHER 0UTPUT? Y=l. N= 0? 0
ENTER R*TAU 1. C 0= RESTART)? .6
ZER0ES 0F GH ~ 0.552141 , -7.63566
P0LES 0F GH = \, 0.367879 , 0, 0
1/4 DECAY GAIN = 0.64567 6
PK 0VER.cH00T= 44.5287 % AT SAMPLE # 4
APFR0X INTEG-SQR ERROR = 1.11907
P0LES ARE:
0-623442
-rt. 58 089 2
0.6627 06 + /- J 0.5457 43
RADIUS- 0.858496 ; ANGLE = 39.47 17 DEG
FURTHER OUTPUT? '=1. N=0? 0
ENTER R*TAU 1. CO=RESTART)? .4
ZEROES 0F GH = 0.67281 , -6.95888
P0LES 0F GH = 1> 0.3i7879 , 0, 0
1/4 DECAY GAIN = 0.731766
PK 0VEESHG0T= 5.48 01 % AT SAMPLE # 3




0.6 01248 +/- J 0.589 58 1
RADI US= 0.8 4208 3 , ANGLE = 44.4387 DEG
:FURTHER OUTPUT? Y=l. N= 0? 0
ENTER R*TAU 1. C 0= F ESTART) ? .3
ZF.R0ES 0F GH = 0.7 42543 , -6.6fe39
POLES 0F GH = 1, 0-367B79 , 0/ 0
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1/4 DECAY GAIN = 0.7 53983
PK 0VBFSH00T= '13.9315 % AT SAMPLE * 3




0.57016 +/- J 0.608983
RADIUS= 0.834232 , ANGLE = 46.8858 DEG
FURTHER OUTPUT? Y=l N=0? 0
ENTER R*TAU 1. CO=RESTART)? .35
ZEF0ES 0F GH = 0.7068 11 . -6.79 103
POLES 0F GH = 1. 0.367879 . 0, 0
1/4 DECAY GAIN = 0.744263
PK 0VERSH00T= 20.0339 % AT SAMPLE * 3
APPR0X INTEG-SGR ERROR = 0.757 3
PGLES ARE:
0.8 07 34 1
-0.610354
0.58 5489 + /- J 0.599 427
RADIUS= 0.83792 ANGLE = 45.67 39 DEG
FURTHER OUTPUT? Y=l. N=0? 0
ENTER R*TAU 1. CO=RESTART)? .37 5
ZER0ES 0F GH = 0.689601 , -6.87487
P0LES OF GH = 1. 0.367879 0> 0
1/4 DECAY GAIN = 0.7 387 08
PK 0VERSH00T= 22.9002 % AT SAMPLE # 3





0.59 3? '9 + /- J 0.59 466 1
RADIUS-
0.840086 , ANGLE = 45.0609 DEG
FURTHER 0UTPUT?
Y=l- N=0? 0
ENTER R*TAU 1. CO REST/ T)? -325
ZER0ES 0F GE: = 0.72445--; , -6.70737
P0LES 0F GH = U 0.367879 . 0. 0
1/4 DECAY GAIN = 0.7 491-17
PK 0VERSH0C)T= 17.1118 % AT SAMPLE * 3






RADIUS= 0.836 163 . ANGLE = 46.2858 DEG
FURTHER OUTPUT? Y=l. N=0? 0
ENTEF F*TAU 1.
C0= RESTART)? .35
ZEROES OF GH = 0.7 068 11 > -6.7 9 103
P0LES 0F GH = \f 0.367879 * 0/ 0
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1/4 DECAY GAIN = 0.744263
PK 0VERSH0CT= 20.0339 % AT SAMPLE * Z




0.585489 +/- J 0.599427
RADIUS= 0.83792 . ANGLE = 45.6739 DEG
FURTHER OUTPUT? Y=l* N=0? 1
GAIN = 0.2 , POLES ARE:
0.93126 4
-0.365158
0.400908 +/- J 0.335689
RADIUS = 0.52289 , ANGLE = 39.9 403 DEG
GAIN = 0.4 , POLES ARE:
0.87 19 15
-0.480686
0.48837 +/- J 0.452934
RADIUS = 0.666074 . ANGLE = 42.8441 DEG
GAIN = 0.6 , P0LES ARE:
0.828988
-0.562254
0.550611 +/- J 0.543351
RADIUS = 0.773565 > ANGLE = 44.6 198 DEG




+/- J 0.61947 1
RADIUS = 0.860534 # ANGLE = 46.0436 DEG
GAIN = 1. > POLES ARE:
0.781833
-0-682121
0.634132 +/- J 0.685209
RADIUS - 0.933614 , ANGLE = 47.2171 DEG





R.'DIUS = C996848 . ANGLE = 48.196 DEG
GAIN = 1.4 * POLES ARE:
0.7 59 69 5
-0.77 27 42
0-690504 +/- J 0.794857
RADIUS = J. 0529 , ANGLE = 49.0187 DEG
12?
Appendix III. Figure 2; (continued)





RADIUS = 1-10345 , ANGLE
= 49.7224 DEG
GAIN = 1.8 > POLES ARE:
0.747396
-0.847 078 f. .j.
0.7 338 16 +/- J 0.884973
R ADIUS = 1.14964 , ANGLE
= 50*3346 DEC





RADIUS ~. 1.19234 , ANGLE
= 50.8709 DEG





It is not the purpose of this Appendix to instruct the
reader ln the use of the Sl-1 simulation language. For this
purpose the reader is referred to the appropriate manual .
However, the programs are recorded here for reference.
The first program simulates the systeril analyzed in
Chapter IVi that is, proportional control with no plant
deadtime. A unit step input is used in this and all other
simulations. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the simu
lated system. Figure 2 lists the Sl-1 program, while Fig
ure 3 shows part of a sample run.
The second, and final, Sl-1 program simulac.es the sys
tem of Chapter Vj i.e. a proportional control of a plant
having deadtime. Figure 4 shows the block diagram, Figure
5, the program, and Figure 6C a sample run.
15. Xerox Data Systems, SL-1 Manual for XDS Sigma 5/7 Com
puters . (El Segundo, Calif., 1970).
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Appendix IV, Figure 2: SL-1 Simulation for System of
Figure 1
PROGRAM PROP CONTROLLER W NO PLANT DELAY
INITIAL
"SRiP a
.TITLE 5 -.PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER WITH NO PLANT TELAY





















Appendix IV. Figure 3t Sample Run of
Program Listed in
Figure 2 .
PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER WITH NO. PLANT DELAY
126
TIME OUTPUT FEEDBK
OOOOOE 00 OOOOOE 00 OOOOOE 00
VIOOOOE 01 V99776E 00 .'OOOOOE 00
VI9998E or Vi 3657 E 01 V*99776E 00
V29997E 01 V50560E 00 V13657E 01
V39995E Oi -V17888E 00 '.'5056QE 00
V49993E Oi "V42714E 00 -VI7888E 00
V59992E 01 V1333SE 01 "V427L4E 00
V69990E 01 VI0633E 01 V13338E 01
779988 E 01 VS8664E-0I V10633E 01
V89987E Oi -V41884E-01 / V58664E-01
V99985E Oi "V92376EW00 -741 88 4E-01





PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLED WITH 1-0 PLANT DELAY
f-
TIME OUTPUT FEEDBK




VIOOOOE 01 V99776E 00 VOOOOOE 00
VI 9998E 01 V136S7E 01 99776E 00
V29997E 01 V50S60E 00 V13657E 01
V39995E 01 -VI7888E 00 V50560E 00
V49993E 01 "V42714E 00 -V17888E 00
759992E oi V13338E 01 "."4271 4E 00
V69990E 01 V10633E 01 VI3338E 01
V79988E 01 V58664E-01 V10633E 01
VS9987E Oi -741884E-0I V58664E0i
799905E Oi "V92376E"'O0 -741S84E-01
V10998E oz VI3802E 01 *'V92376E"00














































































Appendix IV, Figure 5; SL-1 Simulation for System of
Figure 4
/
PROGRAM "PROPORTIONAL, CONTROLLER WITH PLANT DELAY
INITIAL
SKIP 2
TITLE 5, PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER WITH 'PLANT DELAY
.SKIP 2;HDR TIME, OUTPUT- FEEDBK, PREDEL
v
DECLARE INTEGER NJ DECLARE REAL M2
array xoutc 102), outc3)
constant gain=1 .422,tau1=1 . - m2= . 1 -xin=1 .- tf= 1 0 .
out( 1)=o.;out(2)=o.;outc3)=o.;fdbk=o.
.
DO Ll K=l - 102
L1;X0UT(K)=0.0





FDBK=0UTC2O; 0UTC2) = 6'JT( 1 )





CINTERVAL TIME= 1 . 0; NSTEPS NST=100
(
ALGORITHM IALG0R=5,JALG0R=5
XOUTC 1 )=FTFCTAU1 -XINAMP, 0.0)









QUIT: C ONT INUE; nLLNAMES
END
END
Appendix IV. Figure 6: Sample Run







PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER WITH PLA.L'T DELAY
TIME OUTPUT FEEDBK PREDEL
.OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00
.10000E 01 13222E 00 .OOOOOE 00 .39993E 00
.19999E 01 .94990E 00 . 13222E 00 . 12309E 01
.29999E 01 .12329E 01 94990E 00 . 12335E 01
.39998E 01 .1 1330E 01 .12329E . 3 0097E 00
.49997E 01 . 42507E 00 . 1 1330E 01 25i09E-01
.59996E 01 -.42039E-01 .42507E 00 -. 1 2961E 00
.69996E 01 -.43242E-01 -.42039E-01 .46713E CO
.79995E 01 .55309E 00 -.43 24 2E-01 .11030E 01
.39994E 01 . 1 1445E 01 .55809E 00 . 13505E 01
.99993E 0! . 123V3E 01 . 11445E 01 .8 953 7E 00
.10999E 02 .793 19E 00 .12893E 01 .20077E 00
.11999E 02 . 1441 IE 00 . .79819E 00 -.13656E 00
.12999E 02 -. 14766E 00 .1441 IE 00 . 1 ! 106E CO
.13999E 02 20332E 00 -.14766L 00 .3T330E 00
.14999E 02 .88372E 00 .203 32E 00 . 13291E 01
15999E 02 .13143E 01 38372E 00 . 12020E 01
.16998E 02 .111 17E 01 ?13143E 01 .54336E 00
.17998E 02 .45379E 00 . 1 1117E 01 -.30346E- 01
.18997E 02 -.90431E-01 .45379E 00 -. 131 16E 00.
.19997E 02 -.5351 1E-01 -.9043 1E-01 .43646E 00
.20996E 02 .53536E 00 -.5351 1E-01 . 1 1399E 01
UNPUT GAIN=.4416
?START




































































































PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER WI T.l PLANT DELAY
TIME OUTPUT FEEDBK PREDEL
.OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00 .OOOOOE 00
.10000E 01 .89433E 00 .OOOOOE 00 99045E 00
.19999E 01 .18093E 01 .39433E 00 . 13953E 01
.29999E 01 .18362E 01 .1S093E 01 .13239E 01
.39993E 01 -. 9 43 45E 00 .13362E 01 .35442E 00
.49997E 01 .25055E-01 .94345E 00 -.62600E-01
.59996E 01 -.19131E-01 .25055E-01 -.13553E-01
.69996E 01 .86024E 00 -.19131E-01 .95359E 00
.79995E 01 -17925E 01 .86024E 00 . 1831 IE 01
.39994E 01 I8539E 01 .17925E 01 . 13501E 01
99993E 01 93317E 00 .1S539E 01 39055E 00
.10999E 02 .42370E-01 .93317E 00 -.47312S-01
.11999E 02 -.36333E-01 42370E-01 -.34266E-01
.12999E 02 .S2549E 00 -.36333E-01 .91737F 00
.13999E 02 17746E 01 32549E 00 . 1S653L 01
.l'!999E 02 .13707E 01 .1 7746E 01 .13703E 01
. t 3 999E 02 .10180E 01 .J8707E 01 .92635E 00
. 16393E 02 .60712E-01 .10180E 01
_
-.30906E-01
.1 7V93E 02 -.52671E-0! .60712E-01
"
-.54024E-01
.1P.997E 02 79069E 00 -.52671E-01 .33-100E 00
. 13L.'97E 02 .17553E 01 .79069E 00 . 18433E 01
.3996E 02 .1S865E 01 .17553E 01 . 13396E 01
.21996E 02 .10527E 01 . 18865E 01 .96326E CO
.22995E 02 .80053E-01 .10527E 01 '-. 13407E-01
.2199 5 02 - .67952E-01 .30053E-01 -.72739E-01
.24"94 02 75591E 00 -.67932E-01 .8 4454F. 00
.2599 3E 02 . 17360E 01 . 755'L'IE 00 . 18303E 01
.26993E 02 . 19013E 01 . 17360E 01 19073E 01
.27992E 02 -10375E 01 19013E 01 .99977E 00
.28992E 02 . 1003JE 00 . 103 75E 01 .51732E-02
29991E 02 -.S2222E-01 10033E 00 -.90553E-01
.30991E 02 .721 16E 00 -.3 222 3E-01 .80801E 00
.31990E 02 . 1 7 1 5 1 E 01 .721 16E 00 . 131 l;:S 01
.32990E 02 . 19150E 01 . 17151E 01 .19251E 01
.33939E 02 .1 1222E 01 .19 150E 01 . 1036 3E 01
.34938E 02 . 12167E 00 . 1 122 :E 0 1 .24314E-01
.35983E 02 -.95462E-01 . 12167E 00 -. 10729E 00
.36937E 02 63643E 00 -.95462E-01 . 77146E CO
.37937E 02 . 16934E 01 .63643E 00 . 1791 OH 01






The systems analyzed in this thesis can be simulated
(modeled) on a computer without using integration, if the
input is constant. This is possible because the feedback
and error signals are constant between sampling iistants,
which means the plant output is a simple exponential func
tion. The systems of Chapters V and VI were simulated in
this manner using the BASIC language.
Proportional Controller. Plant with Delay
A block diagram of the first system simulated is shown
in Figure 1. The plant equations need some explanation -~
the other equations are self-explanatory. Without delay,
the plant's transfer function ist
b 1 +Zxs
If, at the start of a period the plant's output before delay
is PI, and if the input during that interval Is C, the out
put is an exponential starting at PI and proceeding exponen
tially toward C with a time constant, I.t
-tlTJLL.
-t/Z
Undelayed Output =Pl(e ) + C(I - e 1)

















































































L) + C(l - e
*
i)
At the start of next sample period the time, t, is Tt
-T/Z -T/Z
Pre-delayed Output - P * Pl(e 1) + C(l - e l)
(Once calculated this value of P becomes the new value
of PI . )
-nuT/r. -nuT/T-
Output = 0 = Pl(e
L




since T - Z-,
~
m2T. These equations form part of the simu
lation program shown in Figure 2.
The one- step delay is simulated by lines 230 and 240,
where 01 represents the internal storage of the delay. The
rest of the system is quite simple. The control signal, C,
is given byi
C * K(I - F)
where I is the input and F the feedback. A sample run is
shown in Figure 3.
Two-Mode Controller. Plant with Delay
Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the second system.
Because reset (integration) has been added to the controller
the equations for the output must be changed* Referring
to the diagram, the integral, C(3), is
t
C(3) - R/ Cdt
0
If
t' is the amount of time since the last sample instant
13<f













1 40 1= 0 .
150 1= 1
16f M=0
170 f i IvV'GMi,:, T/TAlJ 1, M2> 'IF = "
180 INi-LT K, I- 1,M2, 'i 1
190 F 1 = FL X 1- C - I 1)
00 F^=h'.<)C-1v, /:). ])
< 10 If IMI"
1 U E", "CU'1 FLT ", "FEE CfcK", "ii E[.FL
II
P20 FGF 'NO TC '1 1
23C F-C 1
2^0 0 1= Ij
2 5C FUN, l,f, F,F
2f-( C =K*CI-F)
27 C F=P1* El +C*< 1-K1)
28 0 r=f-H-F2+C*( 1-E2)
29 0 F J=F
3 0L NFX'l T
310 G(.- IC 100
320 LNL
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Appendix V, Figure 3; Sample Run of Program Listed in
Figure 2
SIMULATION - FRGFOFTIfcNAL CGNTRGLLEK WITH PLANT DELAY
GAIN, T/TAU 1, M2- TF=








































7 . 13529 E- 2 0' 0 . 47 39 6 4
0.5002 13 7. 13529E-2 0-6 48 326
0.6 5 289 1, . 0.500213 0.678651
0.6 4 n?
"
0.652891 C 48 6 5 43
0.46 5009 0.64973 0. 3435G6
0.3358 1
,
0- 465009 - 0.29 238 4
0. 3027 33 0.335; 1
.0.36 1 129
0.374154'
;. 0.3027 33 0 . 4 47 6 5 4
0.4548 06 0. 37 4 154 0.49 516 2
0.492697 0.. 45 48 06 0. 47 87 8 8




0.39987 3 0". 429 38 A Cr. 39 7 4 56
0.400348'- 0.-39987 3 0.416667
0.419837 400348 0* 437 7 22
OV 4388 5 4 0.4198 37 . 0. 445242
0.444268 .0. 4388 54 0 . 483 7 7 2
0.437 057 0. 444268 0 . 427 37 8
0.426 361 0*437 057 0.42062
0.4207.6 1 0. 42636 1 0.421552
0.422367 0. 4207 6 1 0. 426965
0.427 66 4 0.422367 0.43161
0.431753 0. 427664 0.432558
0.432232 0. 4317 53 0. 43039 6
0. 42998 4 0. 4322 32 0. 427662
0.427 47 7 0. 429984 0.426 43
0.426 522 0. 427 477
'
0.427 042
0.427 255 0. 426 522 0.428 455
0.428602 0.427255 - C429 42S
































H II H c o
o cd M -P
>tu C/l
1 < Oj II
4 rfl




and C(2) is the value of C(3) at that instanti
C(3) = C(2) + RCf
The controller's output is
C(l) = C + C(2) + RCf
The plant itself is unchanged!
P(s) . 1
CUMsT 1 + Z\s
P(l + rxs) C(l)
In the timr domain this becomes
P(t') +
'^1~[r1^ * C(l) - C + C(2) + RCf
Between the sample instants, C and C(2) are constant. In
solving this differential equation the initial condition,
at f - 0 (the last sample instant) ist
P(f ) = PI
where PI is defined as the value of P(f ) at f = 0. The
solution is found using elementary differential equation
techniques, and easily checked by substitution.
- 1
' IZ - t ' iz
P(t') = Pie
l
+ (C + C(2) - RCrx)(l - e l)
- RCf





+ (C + C(2) - RC2^)(1 - e l) + RCT
(Notet in the program R2^





Once calculated, this value becomes the new value of PI.
Recalling that the plant's delay is given by (1 - nOT
the actual plant output, including delay, at the time f =T
is the same as the output without delay at f = T-{l-m-)T,










Except for these two equations and those describing
C(l) and C(3) the simulation program is basically the same
as that for the proportional controller. One step has been
added, however s lines 220 through 370 print out the value
of P(t) halfway between the sample instants (line 250) in
addition to complete information after each sample.
Figures 5 and 6 show the program and a sample printout,
respectively.
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130 F = 0
140 P=0
lbO 1= 1
16b C(3) = 0
17 0 PFINT
17 5 PPINV'GAIN, T/TAU 1/ P*TAU1,
M2- IF
="
,180 INPUT K* PI. P2,M, T 1










0 TO T 1 STFP .5
30 IF T=1NT<T) THEN ^80
50 PRINT Ti (C+CC2)-R*C)*<
1- E4> ? F1+ Rfc* 0* b+ F 1* F4
WO GO T0 37 0
i?80 F=C 1
29 0 01=0
30C PFINT T^ P* 0-C( 1)>F
310 C=K*(I-F)
320 CC2> = C< 3)
330 CC3) = C(P> +C*F1*F






37 0 NEXT T
38 0 GO TO 8 0
39 0 END




SIMULATIfcN - 1W0-M0DE CONTROLLER ImIIH PLANT DELAY.
i
GAIN* T/TAU 1, R*TAU1j M2, TF =



















































PREDEL OUTPUT C0NTK0L h EELbK
0 0 0.7 4426 3 0
0.32059 5 -
0.56629 4 7.2086 IE- 2 1.00476 0
0.766565
0.939 284 0.609279 l.f. 6 525 7.2086 1E-2
1.07218 '
1.20C34 0.966367 i. 4 -331 0.609279
1. 1534
1. 14496 1. 18686 1. 15528 0.966367
1 .04538
0.986708 1.12069 0.89827 1 1. 18686
0.882156
0.809 165 0.96244 0-68 5493 1. 12069
0.776531
0.75G551 0.80193 0.7 03297 0.9 6244
0.779344
0.7987 33 0.75731 0.830863 0.80193
0.86387 6
0.9 13538 0.8 13408 1.00192 0.75731
0.968115
1.01366 0.925415 1.09835 0.813408
1.0357 3
1.05868 1.01798 1.1052 0.925415
1.04625
1.04254 1.05527 1.04127 1.01798
1.01443
0.996467 1.03584 0.967695 1.05527
0.97 2692
0.955439 0,99 1018 0.925544 1.03584
0.9 4837 1
*
0.942247 0.953925 0.9 30667 0.99 1018
0.951066
0.9 5687 5 0.944331 0.966366 0.953925
0.97 27 51
0.984741 0.960464 1.00598 0.944331
0.997451
1.008 01 0.98751 1 1.02762 0.960464
1.0121




1 . 0 1 09 6 1.01559 1.009 03 1.00879
1 . 0037 3
0.99889 1.009 26 0.9909 1 1.01559
0.993325
0.989151 0.997 629 0.981785 1.00926
0.9G785
0.986587 0.988887 0.984087 "0.997629
0.989 07 4
0.990704 0.987 175 0.993359 0.988887
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Appendix V, Fioure^: (Continued}.
24.5 0.9946 17
25 0.997 56 0.99 159 1.00276 0-987 175
25.5 1.00046
26 1.00288 0.998 192 1 . 007 37 0.99159
26.5 1.00359






29 0.999 59 1 1.00225 0.9*97 47 I.C 04 16
29.5 0.998304
30 0.99731 0.999303 C99 5529 1.00225
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APPENDIX VI
ANALYSIS OF DAMPED SINUSOIDAL RESPONSE
This appendix shows that the sucpessive peaks of a
damped sinusoidal response, such as may be characteristic
of a second-order system, are spaced at intervals t
= 2Tr/^,
apart. It also shows that the decay ratio, r, equals
-2cprrfco










oce sina>dt = 0
act(Wdcos^dt - ocsin^t) * 0
e"00*[Acos(0;dt + 0)] =0
/ 2 2









cos(0)dt + 0) = 0
143
or (a) t 4- 0} 2 12T
57f 7rr
9-
, vwd<- TV>-22'2'2'2'* * ' '
These locations describe alternating maxima and minima.








In other words, the spacing between the peaks is t
=_ M
0).






















=- e d(e d),
e
d
- e d(e d), etc.,
....
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